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THE AMERICAN JEWISH COMMITTEE . 

date 

to 
January 21, 1986 

Marc Tanenbaum 
from 

Davi.d A. Harris 
subject 

U.S. ~olicy Initiative vis a vis the Soviet Union 

I received a call Friday from Mark Parris, Director of the Office of Soviet 
Union Affairs· at the State Department. He indicated that he was calling to 
alert us, prior to the official statement in a few days' time, that the U.S. 
will be announcing a modlf.icati.on in its policy towards the sale of oil and gas 
equipment technology to the Sov~et Union. Until nowi foreign policy controls 
have prohibited the transfer of such technology, but the new U.S. policy will 
permit review on a case-by-case basis of U.S. private sector proposals to sell 
such technology. It is expected that many, if not most, of the anticipated 
proposals will be approved by the U.S. in the first few months of the new 
policy. 

The easing of restrictions is lntended as a calibrated posi.tive response to the 
"timid" gestures made by the U.S.S.R. in the human rights sector in recent 
months, .i.e. the resolution of several divided family cases, permi.ssion for 
Elena Bonner to travel abroad foe three months to seek medical treatment, and 
the issuance of e:dt visas to long-term refuseniks I.lya Essas, etc. While the 
State .Department recognizes the limits of these Soviet moves, it nevertheless 
believes that a positive U.S. response will encour~ge the ~oviets to make 
additional progress in the human rights area. This is consistent with the quiet 
proposal made by Secretary of State Shultz to Soviet Foreign Minister 
Shevaradnadze in September indicating a U.S. willingness to respond in the 
economic sphere to Soviet human rights progress without publicly linking the two 
phenomena. 

If the Soviets do not continue to improve the human rights picture, the State 
Department will end the policy of favorable review of the transf~r of oil and 
gas equipment technology. On the other hand, the Soviets have been made ·aware 
that add.i ti on al benefits would accrue' if significant progress on . emigration, 
etc. were apparent. 

After thanking Mr-. Parris for sharing thi.s information, I expressed appreciat.ion · 
for the efforts of the State Department to break the logjam, consiste~t with the 
conclusions of our inter-agency strategy session last May that a)et of cali
brated responses was necessary. I then, however, voiced tw<;> m_ajo_r concerns: 
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~) Many would doubtless disagree with the State Department's assessment of 
even "timid" gestures in describing the events of the last two months. Emigra
tion figures have not improved, Vladimir Lifshitz of Leningrad was just ~rrest
ed, and activists report no betterment ir their daily situation. Further, the 
travel visa issued to Elena Bonner does not ·fundamentally address the ongoing 
plight of the Sakharovs. 

2) This U.S. act.ion will probably heighten the fear of many in the American 
Jewish community that the momentum building in Soviet-Americ~n relations may 
well sweep right by Soviet Jewry. Once, for exampl e, this new policy is in 
place, will it not be that much more difficult to reverse it, especially if 
progress on other bilateral fronts takes place during the next several months? 
Will American industry not become an even more formidable lobbyist for further 
relaxation in foreign policy controts? Will the Kremlin not believe that .it can 
get off rather cheaply in achieving its destred economic atms in the evolving 
bilateral relationship? Aft;er all, to cite but one example - - the Soviets might 
only be encouraged · to create ever new Scharanskys. Nudels, Essas's, etc. if they 
feel the bargaining process implicitly encourages it? 

Mr~ Parris expres~ed full understanding for both these points. He sought to 
assure me that the State Department would carefully monitor the process and, · 
with the support of the White House, call a halt to further gestures if the 
Kremlin were perceived as seeking to take advantage of the process. 

I suggested that it might well be timely and appropriate for Assistant Secretary 
of State Rozane Ridgway to convene a meeting of key Jewish lay and professional 
leaders to explain in gc-eater detail the U.S. strategy and to permit a full and 
frank exchange of views. He responded favorably to the idea and indicated he 
would propose it to Secretary Ridgway. 

DAH/tp 

cc: Hyman Bookbinder 
David Geller 
Richard Maass 
Leo Nevas 
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From: David A. Harris 

Date: 2/21 /86 

RE: Me't'ing with Dr. Sergei Rogov,, First Secretary, Soviet Em l:llssy 

Participants 

David Harri s 
Leo Nevas 
Sergei Rogov 
Marc Tanenbaum 
Wi 11 i am Trost en 

The meeting, which began at 10:35 a.m. and continued until noon, took 
place 'in a coffee shop at the Washington Hilton Hotel. The principal 
points were: 

1. Dr. Rogov indicated that after the first meeting with Messrs. · Tanenbaum 
and Trosten (January 28, 1986) he had . discussed the key matters raised 
with "the Ambassador," presumably referring to Ambassador Dobrynin, who 
"encouraged me11 to continue the process. He later added without elaboration: 
11l"he Ambassador has some rather definite views on those questions of 
special interest to you." 

2. Dr. Rogov speculated that Ambassador Dobrynin's days as Soviet envoy 
to the U.S. may be nearing an end. "When ke last werfto Moscow, he 
embraced me in such a way that I had the feeling he would not return." 
In response to a quest ion about whether Ambassador Vorontsov, Soviet envoy 
to France, might replace Dobrynil"\, Rogov sa id "it is possible." He then 
offered the .fact that Oleg Troyanovsky, Soviet Permanent Representative to 
the U.N. , would become ambassador to Peki ng , to be replaced by Dubinin, 
currently Soviet envoy to Spain. 

3. Regard ing a pos~ible AJC visit to Moscow: 

a·. He accepted the notion of a small "exploratory" group going to 
Moscow for, say, 4-5 days and suggested the end of March as a potent ial ly 
good t ime. 

b. He reviewed with us the various possible Soviet auspices for such 
a visit and conc luded that it would be best if the group made norma l 
tourist arrangements through lntourist with the understanding that a 
group 1 ike the Friendship Society would act as "sponsors" in Moscow and 
arrange appropriate meetings. "Our gove rl'lllent cannot extend an official 
invitation~ a s you are a non-governmental group ." 

c . Concerning such meetings, he suggested both "non-government a I" 
and governmental' discussions, including meetings with the U.S./Cana'da 
lnsitute of the U.S.S.R., Academy of Sciences, the Soviet Peace Convnittee, 
th~ Ministries of Relg.ious Affairs, Culture and Foreign Affairs, and 
the lnternationa1 Department of the Central Committee of the C.P.S.U., 
not i ng that the last two were doubtless the ·most import·ant to us, and · 
a visit to the synagogue. 

d. In response to being told "in a spirit of candor" tha.t several 
members of AJC; including some officers, were planning a private visi' t 
to the U. S.S.R. in April,' and being asked for his reactiOI), he indicated 
that it would seem inappropr late "to the many people unable to make 
di st i net ions" that, on the one hand, a private group was in the country 
"probably p Janning to meet with refuseniks and bring books and such 
things" when another group from the same orrganization was seeking 
agreement to plan a visit for governmental and non-governmental meetings. 
Our response was that we would make a recommendation to our leadership 
to postpone the private trip .!..f. an exploratory group were permitted to 
visit Moscow at the end of March. ..) 
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e. ·considerable discussion focused on the topics 1 i·sted in our 
proposed agenda (see attached). The agenda was prepared in response 
to his request at the first meet ing with Messrs. Tanenbaum and Trosten 
for such a document to be shown to "his superi ors" and transmitted to 
Moscow. He wondered aloud whether there would be sufficient time to 
address. the five topics listed and added that .a discussion in which he 
had participated in Moscow last year on the Middle East with a group 
of Soviet and American scholars had been largely unsuccessful because, 
though spec ia Ii sts in the H idd le East, the scholars lacked a thorough 
understanding 9f Soviet-American relations, essential, in ·Dr. Rogov's·. 
view, to a fruitful exchange. (He did note that a second such colloquium 
will take place in t~e late spring in' the U.S. and suggested that we may 
want to seek to participate . If so, the contact is Alan Kasoff's deputy 
at IREX in New York.} 

He then asked us to go through the five points in the agenda and indicate 
what our positions were on each. Time only perm i tted discussion of the 
first three--anns control, bi~lateral relations and Jews in the Soviet 
Un ion-- but he was c learly very interested in our views, especially with 
regard to whether AJC had taken any formal positions on such issues as 
S.D.I., "50% reduction," sanctions and the European pip lellne controversy: 
He said frank ly that he was looking for a "carrot" with which to"sel I" 
the t r ip . He was told that AJC had held a tw~ea~long debate on 
defense issues and considered su1ch discussion vita l but had not reached 
a definitive pos ition. Of cours.e, the AJC ·Board cou ld, in theory, 
cons ider those and othe r key issues and adopt a position . He was also 
told t hat we··and the Jewish canmunity··had not .taken a pub! ic position 
on the pipeline issue, and that, general ly, we had been supportive of 
effort·s to improve bilatera l ties. We had cer tai nly not opposed such 
issues as the long-term grain ag reement, consular exchange and cultural 
agreement. Al so, many in the Jewish canmunity were di sturbed by President 
Reagan' s ear l ier ha rsh rhetor ic vis a vis the U.S.S.R . and had made those 
fee lings clear in pr ivate discussions with Admi ni stration officials. 

12.J, 
He noted that there were''"few in (his) country" who· would understand that 
Norman Podhoretz and Commentary d i'd not necessar i I y ref I ect the view of. 
the AJC. Many would bel ieve that Commentary's strong anti-Soviet line 
was doubt less the view of the sponsori ng organ i.zation, AJC, though he 
claimed to understand the disti,nct ion. "And would Norman Podhoretz and 
those l ike him reconsider their' position on the Soviet Union even if 
progress were made on 'your issue' ~···oviet Jewry)? I doubt it very much. 11 

•·' . He a 1 so expressed concern about Horr 1 · ram's view on Ii nkage between 
·sov iet Jewry and arms contt:ol ~'which do not, in my view, reflect the 
major ity of American Jew~" as reported in the New York Times (January 7, 192 
He wo.ndered whether this ~l'Wis "prepared by Richard Perle." Though 
we exp lained that the artic l e skewed the true position of Horris, he 
noted that the perception conveyed by such an article would, nevertheless, 
have its impact despite efforts to clari fy Horris' position as set forth 
in his statement to President Reagan in September. Dr . Rogov said he had 
not seen the statement and we agreed to provide him with a copy. 

On Jackson-Vanik which he raised, we noted, as evidenced, for example, 
in an ad in the }'a~ton Post signed by AJC, AOL, B'nai Brith and 
NCSJ\ ( \.l ... ,u-. .S \I~ that while we supported Jackson·Vanik we also 
recognized the waiver provision contained therein and had sought to convey 
our willingness to be flexible in Its interpretation in repsonse to 
appropriate Soviet measures. Dr. Rogov noted that some groups, though 
he did not necessarily imply Jewish groups, had supported Jackson-Vanik 
as o11n"anti-Soviet" weapon rather than, he implied, a lever for emigration. 

On the Soviet Jewry issue, we explained that ou r interests fQcused or<;) 
1) repatriation and family reunification, 2) cultural questions and 
3) relgious matters. He accepted this with one modification~ "Hay 
I suggest that you not use the word "repatriation" in your discussions. 
Stick to family reun if I cat ion." 
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4. · He noted that it was not at all clear whether a secordsunmit meeting 
would ·take place and, if so, when. "Our country dfes not want to hold it in 
June, as your country proposes, because it will then be too easy for your 

country to say that it has not had sufficient time to consider the arms 
control proposals we have made." He implied that. the Kremlin's position on 
a second summit is to link it to demonstrable progress on arms control matters. 

5. He did suggest that if "in March or April" there was a positive response 
from Washington in the arms control area "other things would begin to 
happen." He did not elaborate but presumably wanted us to bel, ieve this might 
include emigration. 

6. He proposed that as a next step we meet with Minister Counsellor Viktor 
lsakov at the Soviet Embassy. The tentative date is March 6 at 10:30 a.m. 
It is important to have such a meeting, he implied, to gain the backing of 
the· Soviet Embassy in conveying and interpreting the importance of a possible 
AJC visit to officials in Moscow. 

]. He offered "a personal view" that it would be desirable to de-link · 
·"this issue" (i.e. Soviet Jewry) from East-West relations. It was pointed 
out to him that such people as Vitaly Zhurkin, Georgi Arbatov's deputy, 

.,had himseH I inked the issue by suggesting that the fate of Soviet Jewish 
emigration was directly tied to the state of Soviet-American relations. 
(Note: Hr. Zhurkin, a friend of Hr. Nevas' for the last 15 years, will be in 
the U.S . in early March.) 

Conclusions: 

1. It was a meeting characterized by a pleasant and friendly seri es of 
exchanges) 4U<.o..~s"- ~ ...,., - .... .,. • .,,,,"" b'ili•iA -OC.....J- f2o14., a...J ~t f.-a..,..., o. 

c.o,.,,~ t"for<d co,r'f"· . 
2. There ls a surprising momentum at work that might well have been absent 
six or twelve months ago. Rogov's proposal .fiiXXX for us to meet with lsakov 
suggests at ·least some Soviet interest in the contact, not to speak of a 
reference to his discussion with the ambassador. Further, that he suggested 
March for our visit to Moscow when he could easily. "have strung us along" 
for months or longer may be s ignificant, though, of course, it remains to be 
seen whether t he trip will~, in..;~~ct, take place. 

3. The various op eds signe by Edgar Bronfman that appeared in the 
New York Times callin,9 for nclus ion In an international conference on the 1 .j 8~ · 
Middle East (t>t~!oo.("1·1 1\'t..) ), repeal of the Jackson-Vanik Amendment (:!"''\'' ' ) 
and accusation of culpabi l!~.Y for the downtu rn in U.S . -Soviet relations ' 
·on both sides (1 .. """"'t L\,l"l'fJ were like ly motivated, as we believed at the 
time, in part by a desire to pave the way for WJC discussions with the Soviets 
in Moscow . 

~Col>·~ 
4. Above all, the Sov iets appear intent on fQ.l lawmg on the arms control issue 
and seeking movement in this area. This is confi rmed by virtually every 
American meeting with the Soviets. S.D.I. is Moscow's principal preoccupation. 
As we have noted for several years, the Kremlin ; is anxious for the American 
Jewish community to assume a leading role in favor of arms control and 
decreased U.S. arms spending. 

5. Rogov was trying to establish an imbalanced dialogue, though I believe 
he was not fully successful. He sought to maintain the di~cussion on his . 

• ,....,. • ·Al'\ .;I C<l4'~ t ,~' ,..,...,..1 terms to the extent poss1bler-E8 make 1' 5 cane ts lit1m, top P ttS 1111-tne 
/t'NO defensive, albeit in a non-aggressive and sociable way. 

6. We will habe to prepare ourselves well on the current bilateral issues · 
to be able to maintain truly informed and persuasive discussions with the 
Soviets, beginning with the lsakov meeting. 

]. We need to consider whether to discuss our meetings with a) the Israelis 
and b) NCSJ, and, if so, how and when. 

8. We agree among ourselves that if an exploratory group is to go it will 
visit the synagogue, as Rogov himself proposed, and meet at least once with 
refuseniks. We will not, however, raise the latter issue with the Soviets 
in advance or force a confrontation. Assuming they do not bring up the 
matter beforehand, we wi 11 ~ quietly (though not secret·ly) vis it with 
refuseniks one ev·eing and make no uncalled for reference to it. 
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9. We agreed that it would ~e useful to share impressions of this meeting 
and to seek an interpretation from Robie(Hark)Palmer, Deputy Assistant 
Secretary of State for ~ropean Affairs. Hiarc and I were fortunate to meet 
with Mark at short notice in the afternoon for 20 minutes. After hearing 
the gist of the two meetings with Rogov, Hark responded as follows: 

a. OUr approach to the subject matter seems to be a correct one, 
speaking as both Americans and Jews without permitting the Soviets 
to seek- to drive a wedge between the two. 

b. He would strongly encourage continued contact. 

c. If a trip could be arranged, we should not worry too much about the 
auspices. We would have the stron9backing of the State Department for 
such a trip. .:J 

d. We should meet with a-II the groups Rogov mentioned, bearing in mind 
that the principal actors, in Mark's view, are the International Department 
of the Central Co1T111ittee and the KGB and, to ~esser extent, the Ministry 
of Foreign Affairs. . . · 

e. He knows lsakov very wel l and would be pleased to share impressions· 
by phone prior to our Karch 6 meeting . 

.. 
f. There does indeed seem to be a change in the bi laterial~phere as ·' 
relations became "unfrosted," though i ts extent and possible impact on . · 
Soviet Jewr y remains unclear. On the one hand, the emigrationt numbers 
remain low, but, for the first time in yea rs, lsakov has actually come 
.to the State Department ay discuss names on the Departments's 
representation~! list. 

' ·' . J)t ST"<tt/Wl"\OIJ 
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to C'TI C' '· ... ._'-

from · David A. Hards 

~ubject . Meeting with Dr. Sergei .Rogov ,· .First Secretar·r, . Soviet Embassy 

Participants 

David Harris· 
Leo Nevas· 
Sergei Rogov 
.Hare Tanenbaum 
William Tr;osten 

The meeting,. which · began at. 10: 35 a.m·.· and continued until noori, t'ook · 
place in a coffee shop at the w·ashlngton Hilton Hotel. The principal 
p~~nts .were: . .... '• .· .... 

1. . Dr. Ro gov indicated . that · after the f l~st meeting ·with Messrs. 
Tanenbaum and Trosten (January 28, 1986) he had discussed the key 
matters raised with "the Ambassador," presumably referring to Ambassador .. 
Dobrynin, who ''.encouraged me" to continue the process. He later added 
without elaboration: "The Ambassador has some rather definite views · on 
those questions of special interest to · you. . • .. 

2. Dr. Rogov speculated that Ambassador Dobrynin's days as Soviet 
envoy ~o the U.S. may be nearing an end~ "Wnen he last went to Moscow; 
he embraced . me .in · such a way that. I had the feeli'ng he . would ·not 

· return." In re~ponse to a question about whether Amb.assador Vorontsov, 
~oviet . envoy to Fr~nce, might replace Dbbrynin, Rogov said "it is 
possible-." He then off°ered the ' fact that Oleg Troyanovsky, ·Soviet 

. Permanent Representative to the U.N., would become ambassador· to Peking, 
to be. replaced by Dubinin, currently Soviet envoy to Spain~ · 

. · . 3. Regarding · a possible AJC visit: to Moscow: 

. a . . He . a~cepted the . notion of a small "exploratory" .. group ·going· to 
Moscow for, . say, 4-5 days and. suggested the end of Mar·ch as a 
potentially good tim~. · 

. b. He reviewed with us the various possible Soviet auspices for 
. such a visf.t and concluded that it · would be best if· the grp_up made · · 
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normal tourist arrangements through Intourist with the understand
ing that a group like the Friendship Society would act as "spon
sors" in Moscow . and arrange· appropriate meetlng·s. "Our government 
cannot extend an official invitation as you are a. non~·gavernmental· 
·group.-" 

c. Concerning such ~eetings, he suggested both "no~-governmental" 
and govern~ental discussion s , including meetings with the U.S . / 
Canada Institute of the U. S·. S. R. ·Academy of Sciences, the· Soviet 
Peace Committee, the Ministries of Religious ·Affairs , Culture and 

· Foreign Affairs, and the International Department of the Central 
Comm! ttee ·of the C .P .S.U., noting that the .last two were doubtless 
the most important to us, and. a visit to the synagogue. · 

d. In · response to being told "in a s'pirit of candor" that · several 
members of AJC, 'including some officers, were · planning ·a private 
visit to the U.S.S.R. in April, and being asked for his reaction, 
he indicated that it would seem inappropriate "to the many people. 
unable to make distinetions" that, on the one . hand, a private g~oup 
was in the country ·"probably planning to meet with refusnlks and 
bring books · and suc.h things" . W.hen another gr.oup from the same 
organization was seeking agreement t~ plan · a visit for governmental 
and non-governmental meetings. Our res'ponse was . that we would make 
a r ·ecommendation to our leadership to· postpone . the private trip if 

_an exploratory group were permitted t'o visit Moscow at the end of 
'March. 

e. Considerable discussion· focused o~ _the · topics listed in our 
. proposed ·agenda (see attached). The agenda was prepared in 
response to his request. at .the first meeting with Messrs. T anenbauni 

· and Trosten for such a document to be shown to -"his superior's" and 
transmitted to Moscow. He wondered aloud whether ther~ would be 
suff icieDt time to address the five topics listed and added that a 
discussion in which he ·had participc1ted in Moscow last year on the 
Middle East with ·a · group of Soviet an.d American scholars had been 
largely unsuccessful because, though specialists in the Middle 
East, the scholars lack~d a· thorough understanding of Soviet-Ameri~ 
can relations, essential, in Dr. • . Rqgov' .$ view, · to a . fruitful 
exchange. (He ~id note · that a second ·such colloqtiium wiil take ·· 
place in the .late spring in the U.S. and .suggested that we may want 
to seek to participate. If so, the contact ls Alan Ka~of.f's deputy 
at !REX in New York.) 

He · then · asked us to · go through the five points in· the ag.enda · and 
indicate ·what our positions were on each. ·Time only permitted discus
sion of the first three -- arms control, bilateral relations and Jews · in 

. the Soviet Union -- but he was clearly ~ery interested in our views,. 
especially with regard to whether AJC had taken any formal positions on · 
such issues as S~D.I., "50% reduction," s anctions and. the European 
pipeline controversy. .He s aid frankly that he was · looking · for .a 
"carrot" with which. to "se.11" the trip. He was told that AJC had held a · 

·-
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two-year-long debate on defense issues and considered such discussion 
vital but had not reached a definitive position. ·Of course, the AJC 
Board could, in theory, consider those and .other key issues and adopt a 
position. He was also told that we -- and .th~ Je~.j, sh community -- had,· 
not taken a public position on the pipeline issue, :~nd that, generally, 
we had been. supportive of efforts to improve bilateral. ties • . We had 
certainly not opposed such issues as the long-term grain agreement, 
consular exchange and cultural ag~eement. Also ," many in the Jewish 
~ommunity were disturbed by President Reagan'~ ea~lier harsh rhetoric 
vis a vis the u.s.·s.R. and had made those feelings clear in private 
discussions with Administration officials. 

He noted that there we.re "few in (his) country'' who would understand 
that Norman Podhoretz and Commentary did not necessarily reflect the 
view of .the ~JG. Many ·would bel~·eve that ·Coqimentary' s st~oi;tg ary~i~Sov:-·. -. . 
let line was do~btless ~he view of .the sponsoring organization, AJC, 
though rie . claimed to understand the distinction. . "And would Norman 
Podhoretz and those like him reconsider t~~ir position on the Soviet · 
Union even if progress were made on 'your issue' (i.e., Soviet J~wry)? .I · · 
doubt ·it very much." . · · 

He also expressed concern about Morris Abram's· view on linkage between 
Soviet Jewry and arms control "which do not, in my view, reflect the 
major! ty of American Jews," as reported in the New York Times (January 

. 7, 1986). He wondered whether this approach was "prepared by Richard 
Perle .• " Though we explained that the article skewed the true position 
of Morris, he noted that the perception conveyed by such an article 

. would, nevertheless, have its impact despite effort:s ·to clarify Morris' 
position as set forth in his statement . to. President Reagan in September. 
Dr. _Rogov said he ·had not seen the statement and we agreed to provide 

· him with a copy. 

On 'Jackson-Vanik which he raised, we noted, as evidenced, for example, · 
in an ad in the Washington Post signed by A5C, AOL, B'nai B'rith .and 
NCSJ (March 5, 1985) that while we supported Jackson-Vanik ~e also 
recognized the waiv~~ provision con\ained therein and had sought to 
convey . out willingness to be . flexible i:n its· interpretation in response 
to appropriate Soviet .measu·res. Dr. Rogov . noted that some groups, 
~hough he did not necessarily imply Jewish groups, had · supported 
Jackson-Vanik as an "anti-Soviet" weapon rather than, he implled, a 
!eve~ for . emigration. · · 

On the Soviet Jewry issue, we explained that our interests focused 
on: 1) repatriation and family reunification, 2) cultural questions and 
3) ·religious · matters. He accepted this wi t .h one modi ficatlon: "May I 
suggest that you not use the word "repatriation" in your discu·ssions. 
Stick to family reun1fica.tion." 

4. H~ noted that it · was not at all clear whether a second sunnnit 
meeting would take pla·ce and, if so, when. "Our country does not want 
-to hold it in . June,· as your country proposes, ·because it will then be 

. ""-- - .... 
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too easy for your country to say that it has not had sufficient time to 
consider the arms control proposals we have made." · . He impl led that the 
Kremlin's posl ti on on a second summit ls to link· it to demonstrable 
progress on arms control matters. 

5. · H~ d-id suggest that if ·"in March or April" there was a positive 
response· from Washington in the arms control · area "other things would 
begin to ·happen." He .did not elaborate but presumably wanted us to 
believe this· might include emigration. 

6. · He propos~d that as a next step we meet with Minister Counsellor 
Viktor Isakov at the Soviet Embassy. It is important to have such a 
meeting, he implied, to gain the backing of the Soviet Embassy in 
conveying and interpreting the importance .of a poss!ble. AJC visit to 
offi~ials in · Moscow~ O~. Rogov will be back in · touch to propose an 
av~ilable date. · 

7. He offered "a pei;sonal view" that it would be desirable to de-link 
"this issue" (1°.e. Soviet Jewry) from Eas~-We.$t relations • . It wa·s 
pointed out to him that such people as Vitaly Zhurkin, Georgl Arbatov' s 
deputy, had him~elf .linked the is,ue by s~ggesting that the fate of 
Soviet Jewish emigration was directly tied to the state of Soviet-Ameri
can relations. (Note: Mr. Zhurkin, a friend of Mr. Nevas' for the last 
15 years, - ~111 be in the U.S. in eafly March~) 

Conclusions: 

1. It was a meeting characterized by a pleasant and friendly series of 
exchanges, although there was no reason to believe that Rogov did not 
follow a carefully prepared .script. 

2. There is a surprising momentum at work that might well have been 
·absent ~ix or twelve months· ago. Rogov' s proposal for us to meet .with 
Isakov suggests at least· some Soviet interest in the ·contact, not to 
speak of a reference to his discussion with the ambassador. Further, 
that he'"' suggested March for our v·isi t to Mo~cow when he could easily . 
"have strung us along~' for months· or longer may be _significant, though, 
of course·, it remains to .be . seen whether the trip will, .in fact, take 
place. 

3. The various .op eds signed by Edgar Bronfman that appeared -In the 
· New York Times (see attached) calling for Soviet inclusion· in an 
internationa1 · .. conference on the Middle East (De«~·ember 9, 1983), review 
of the J~ckson~Vanik ' Amendment (July 1, 1983) and a call. to the Jewish · 
community to promote improved U.S.-Soviet relations (January 4, .1985) 
were likely motivated, as we believed at the time, in part by a desire 
to pave the way_ for WJC _discussions with the Soviets .in Moscow • 

. 4. : .Above alt', the Soviets ~ppear intent .- on focusing on the arms 
control issue .and seeking movement in this ar~a. This is confi_rmed by 

.. .............. 

.. 

. . 
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virtually every Am'erican meeting with the Soviets. S.D.I. ls Moscow's. 
principal preoccupation. As we have noted for several years, the 
Kremlin is anxious _for the American Jewish conununity to assume a leading . 

. role in favor of arms control and decreased U.S. arms spending. · 

5. Rogo~ Was · tr~ing to establish an imbalanced dialogue, though I 
' believ~ he was not fully successful. He sought to maint~in the di~
. cussion on 'his term$ to the· extent possiblP. and to ·m·ake us conc~ssionary. 
and defensive, .albeitin a· non-aggressive and sociable way. 

6. We will have to p~epare ourselv~,. welL oh the .current bilateral 
issues to . be able to maintain truly informed and persuasive discussions 
wit;h th_e Sovi.ets, beginning . wit~ ·ttle ·rsakov ~eeting~ · 

. . . 

1. :*e ~eed to ~onsider whether to discuss our · m~etirigs ~1th~) t~e 
Israelis and b) NCSJ, and, if so, how and when~ · 

8. We agree among ourselves that if ari exploratory group is to · go it ·· 
· will visit the synagogue, as Rogov himsel~ proposed, and meet at least 
.-once with refuseniks. We will not, hpwever, ra~se the latter 'issue with 
the Soviets in advance or force a confrontation. · Assuming they do not 
bring up the matter beforehand, we will quietly (though not secret!~) 
visit with refuseniks one evening and .make· no uncalled for reference to 
it. 

·9. "·we agreed that it w_ould be · useful to share impre.ssions of this 
. meeting and to .'seek an interpretation from Robie . (Mark) Palmer, Deputy 

As.sistant Secretary_ of State for European Affairs.. Marc Tanenbaum and 
. I were fortunate to meet with Mark at short.· notice in the afternoon· for 
20 minutes. After hearing the gist of the two meetings with. Rogov ,_· Mark 
responded as follows: 

a. Our approach to the subject matter seems to be a correct one, 
speaking as both ·Americans ·and· Jew~ without· permitting the Soviets 
to 'seek to drive a wedge between the ·two. 

b. • He ;,·~uld strongly encourage continued cof1tact. 

c. If a trip .could-.. be· ar-·r.anged., we · should .not. worry tqo much about 
the auspices. We would have· the strong backing of the State 
Department for such a ·trip •. 

d. We should me.et with all the groups Rogov mentioned, bearing in 
mind that the principals .actors, in Mark's view, are the Inter-. · 
national Department of . the .C.entral . Committee and the KGB and, to a · ' 
lesser extent, the Ministry of · Foreign Affairs. 

e • .. He knows Isakov . very well · ~nd would be .. pleased to share 
. impressions by phone :prior to our meeting • 

f. There does indeed ·seem 'to ·be a change in th.e bllateral sphere 

. . . · 
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as relations became "unfrosted," .though its extent and possible 
impact on Sovi~t Jewry remains unclear. · On the one hand, the 
emigration numbers r~main low,. but, for the first time .in years, 
Isakov h~s actually come . to the State Department to discuss names 
on_ the Department's repres_entational list. 
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·· · . p' lhttre iB among Jews a strong resolve Eas~West relations but alBO wtdercut history lB its own reward. 
~ Because of the way it baa tl'eated not to au0w the questlon of Soviet Jews cbld warriors OD both sides. In U\lS eodeavor, 1be President will 
' ,., Soviet Jews, including "refUseniks"' \0 be a hostage to the on-again, off. I 1be attitude of .Jews will be impor- find most Jews oo bis side. Jews are 
: ··. (lll(leven Hebrew teachers, the Soviet· again cold war. While .Jews should be tantlnthemoo.tbsabeadbecause-lf easer to act on behalf of the thaw if 

· · ~ Union bas made a cold warrior of the prepared to do tbelr part to help relax Vf asbin,gtoo-watchera are corTeCt - they can be conftdeat that positive 
_ Jewish people. Many Jews tend tor&- tenslona between tbe superpowers, they lfreSident Reagan. who cannot nm gestures with respect to tbelr Soviet 

; ··· prd any thaw ln relations between must also nserw the rtabt. to reject f9r a tb1nt term, may choose instead brethren are forthc:om1na. Under 
• · •· the.sovtet Union and the United States ·any moYe toward dllteote that faUI to · q> run ror the b18tory boollB, and try to tbo8e ctrcumstance, the Soviet Jf/W• 
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: ·~~·Jews, and only w)llllli thinpare BeD: Yanik am~eat • . wbldi dealed easy. It will~ perseverance and • · -· -~ · ·-: 
"'- · most-favored-nation status to · tbe barcl, tough neaotlatina to match that . '""''"""'· -------......-.-

•. .-. · · Russians in order to force them to of tbe Soviet Union, and a dedication 
4 

• • liberaliz.e emigration, acted from the - like John F. Kennedy's to space ex-
. < ',n Sov1'et Jews CODviction that dlMlnte was belD8 ploratloo and a willlDglless .to put 

. pursued without enouah concern for bimaelt .on lbe Une, u Jimmy Carter 

'::· can't be . ~ . ~.J:'tn::!::~t:"~ac:: 11=· ~~~T.:.::!:1mowbowc11ttt-... "' h. ld h Jews'.conc:em for their Soviet~ t ~ODS can be, bow people 
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'. -1> " ·, · thl:s country pawerM sentiments l:RJt also minor ones. My experience 

_,. · · favortna a thaw. i1J relations between baa al8o tau&bt me that when the boss 
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·~ '. tbecold war agenda and, beyond 1hat, the issU8 of Soviet Jen to sabotage . e rilhl8 as defined by the HeJ. 
··~ • abould be made to serve as a vebicl.Jt the emefllD8 thaw· ID Soviet-Amer· . Ac:corda. But the ttmeseems to be 
- • ·' by wtUcbto bring about the relamtl(m lean ntlatlon&. But those who seek to , · t. 1be Am.-tcan people feel &eiCUre . 

; . : '·!· al tensions between East and weai. use this tasue for their own ends bave · tlllO'llb to want Mr. Reagan to make 
· '· ·no real coacem for the condition of 1)18 nm for the blstory books as a great 

· ~. · Ediar M. Bronfman. chal~ the Soviet .Jews and. lo any case. are peace~. It will take Clllllviction, 
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/Americans w1-== tbe alarm-. . .. -T· · .. ry· . . • NFf1

9

tm. - .mllltary 8Clkm. - . . Pemapl we shauJdbeglD.bycarefnlly . ~ :a:fee1~:'re mi: · .f.~i"° 1eStlng the waters to ftnd a way of 
down a tragically familiar road · aolviDglsrael's DOrtbem bcmler,lsslie 

. • . . , . . . to tbe Mttsfactfon of both Israel and .=:i:.!?=:-== .T: o.Brin_·.· ·g ~1:°-~c:s=- · 
rectly, can c:mttnne to play an lmpor-

~ lives. It Is tempting to suggest · s tant role ID Lebmm; bavtng ~ 
that, promptly, we ought to exercise • • • -...R 
aneoftwooptiODS: getout,or-tbe . .yr1a ~:~~~;= 
:;:~ :U: =.:.:....:;r:;; .. suit the Lebanese anc1 united States 

~ are,.necessary to .seule ·mai-· .. Aro· und ~should seek out by dip; 
,.,,..... lomatic means those points of c:cxiflD. 
.. But dmre ts a third pJSSlbllity: .to '1j--4 ,f S ence among tbe legitimate iuteHstB 
·,use the c:risls as an occasion to apply of an parties that do not fmpfnge GD 

'. !Pestl~~. ~~cool F.ast- .By Edgar_ M.. ~ American Interests ID oar contest .. 
- _.....,, fl$i-- · with the Soviet Unlml and GD tbe a. 

,· ·. Whatmay.besoeasy;.butmlght security' to ~ Syrians Is not an c:mityoflsrael. 
-lie more pz:o4uctiYe of Middle East- emptyissue. . We .have a historic precedent for · 
em·-,... Is to esamine bow deeply · It was -..a..1u the J.sraells' bope such a course reflected in the Camp 

~Gar~ toward Syria ts I&- that by ~t;Uy destroying tbe David ~. Anwaf el-Sadat . 
fluenceil by the low ebb of our rela- P.L.O. ID Ubancm they WOUid cause derstDod and acknowledged the ~ 
Uous with tbe Soviet Union. Tbe M · .the West .Bank Palestinians to ·~ dal relationship between the UDltec1· 

. mlnlstratmn: with c:Onsiderable justi- come more· tr8ctable. ·Washington States aDd Israel. ~ his statefniwn. . 
::.~.fi~ - and a touch of mid war. boped tbat a result would be King ship, he did not v\fW that,relatiomblp 
• ·JiemosiS - mns!denl Syria a Soviet Busseln's an1val at tbe negotiating as an obstacle to a significant reJa. 
,_',pippetalworst.aSovietallyatbest. table; for bis own reasana, be bas t,lonsblp between the United States · 
... ..;._,At.~ ume of severe tension and steadfastly refused to come. It 18 and Egypt. · . ·-. 

;~.omtnwsthreatotmllibu:yescala- Syria's hope that by c:rusbiDg·Yastr IntherecentWashlngtonisltofls-
tiGD, the United States migbfprofit by Arafat, It would becomethedmntnant reel's Prime Mlnlster, Yltzbak 
directly trying tci establish predsely ~with the Jfest Bank Palestin- Shamir, ·we saw an affirmation of 
~t Sjria wants. Amog the possi- . lans. but the West Bankers ~ that special United States-Israel reJa. · 
bfo·~ are these: tO establish it- layal to Mr. Arafat. and it Is still tionship. While Israel remains aur 
seH as the major Arab power ID the much too early to ~ wbether tbe staunchest )iJlddle Eastern ally · · 
region; to eipand its borders to • Syrian hope may become a reality. In we are committed to total and lMtlng 
elude Lebanon; to i'emave the Is~ any event, Syria bas become a major support of that alliance, we mmt take 
Us from the Golan Heights; to control player In Middle Eastern ~cs. and great care that Syria does not ~ 
..or neutraliz.e the Palestine Uberation will play a major role In any compr&: 8true this as an obstacle to the p 
' Organization. All of these goals are · heosive peace settlement. bllity of its own meaningful and post • 
. understandably unsettling, if not 1bus, ltwouldbesemlbleforWasb- Jive relationship with the United 
.anathema, to Israel. Yet considering ~ to ~ the ,disease rather States. 
' that Israeli guns are elmer to Damas- than the syinpto~ - to conce.ntrate Secretary of StateGeorge P. Slmltz 
custbanSyriangunsaretoTelAviv, on a long-range program aimed at · bas'urgedtheSovietUDion ''tolookat 

luring Daniascus from the~ the Lebanon problem In a semlble 
Edgar M. Bronfman is president of 

· the ~orld Jewish Congress. 
. orbitandintotliemoderatecamp. way."Mlgbtwenotask~ 

Obviously, the rOute to sadl a goal our allies to do the same? / 



. . In 197•. a debate raged widdD the · · T. : H. .
1
. · .; Mr. Harriman. in which be expressed 

Jewisb community about whether · • · bis desire for peace. was Itself a · 
support 8bowcl be giveD to the JacJt 0 e p meaningful signal of Soviet intentions • 

. son-Vanik amendment, which drew a T. '1 '3 · . . Yet our Government Di\&St IUe into 
~ :link between trade benefits s · • · account Soviet conduct In Afgbani. 
grlmted by the United States and a ov1·et x' stan, POland .and the.Middle East, 
country's emigraticm policies. Tbe · · . · where Moscow's Syrian client rel 
amendment was approved, but what~ 'f. I •9 i . · · . . to recall its troops from lebanon and 
ever migbt have been saJd about its ef- · . . ask whether Mr. Andropov's 8l>Od fD. 
fectivmeSS tben;it cleilrtybas DO rel&- . e ws .· tentiODS are suffideut in and of tbem-
vanceto41U', . . • •cs., ";ift.J ! selves. But the RllSBfans do have.at 

Put bluatly, ;Jac:tsa0.Vauik.ls not v ... • Tf'Rp. SL""•i .. band a readily a~Je means of 
. wortdDg. ScMet aatborities bave se:odiDg a signal .....,. one 1bat can be 
. brought ·hwtsb emilration to a Tir- By Edgar M. Bronfman sent Without great poHtlcal cost. A a. 
tualstandstill: Accordingly, we should opening of. the gates to Soviet Jews 

. begin p.ymg &ttentfoa to those who Imel. I would submit tbere is but one ·· would have an eoormaus Impact OD 
. •sugest that tlle Jadriso.o-Vanik answer: mnimtziitg the benefit$ ~ F.ast-West relations generally. And If· 

amendment should be repealed OD all parties Witbout betrayal of basic positive movement on the SOViet Jf!f/i-
. ~ ·tbat it disniptS Soviet-Ameri- princlples of moralit)' or decency. lsb question led to niduced global- -
canrelaticmswithoutfadlitatingJew-: B1it someone baa to take the first sions, wouldwenotallbeaefit? 
~ emigra1'an. step-a step that nUgbt not ODly Im- · . There is certainly something of tbe 

,;. Tberepealwoaldheafd8D.ofFQd- provetbelatof.ScMetJewsbut.more .. chicken or the egg" question bere. 
:·."will ·that c:ballenges the JbmsiaDs to llroadly, 1aad Cio a general easing of But the point is that there ls¥"t time to 
f!'respand iokimL.To111Bl• l wuuld 1mSiGDs and.cancelvably, sipifiC1lllt ask which comes first-our sesame 
t ~sapport . ilegotiations, · .. -canduc:ted arms comroL . · or theirs. U we are mt careful, there 

thrGUgb channels of quiet dlpomacy, · 1be main Jnindpte uoderlYiDg our may be no one left to ask the ~an. 
Ba wllic:h ft wuu1d ~ to rescind . cleaUnp ~·tbe ~.Union shpuld : .Rbetortc escalates.,~ DJOmlt, 
Iactscm-Vanik iD eubaQge for a-.ur- .. be a desire to create a more favorable while leaders tn both Moscow and 
ances tllat Moscow would eaJarge the environment. And as a Jf!W Who per- ·Washington become increasingly 
rights of J~ to leave the Soviet • force ts particularly concerned with Inured to the hazards of tbe arms race 

. Union and to practice their religion the fate of Soviet J~. I adhere to · and tbe steady growth lo East-Vt 
' ~the Soviet UDicm. r these same principles. We cannot ~ tensions. Our fim priority is to tram-
. It sbould be stressed that what is loo sign ourselves to a second CX>ld war. form tbe ccmditicms Of our· reliltim>-

. vofved here is not a unilateral gtV&- · Wbatisnquiredisaaewbasisofrela- . abip. And, in the scheme of tblngs, 

. away. U private assurances are ·not t1CllS from whlcb both sides can per- anns control shauld be our ultimate. 
fUlfilled, there is little~ that their ~benefit. . · · · · • · objective. . 
·betrayal would be met With a public One man wbo bas lived ·.Jong and · In doing so, we must set aside the 

' outcry. Moreover, as a practical mat.· who bas adlieved much wisdom on · demand.9 of politics. Om' ~ 
ter, nobody, least of all the Russians; tbe way lmows that there is pne over~ makes if all too easy for statesman tq 
believes that in the absence of Jack- riding agenda confronting hum&nity. engage In . political postw1Dg \vben 
~Vanik there would simply be busi- 'Ibat agenda is arms cmmol, the Jess- statesmanship is called for. Wtndowit 
ness-as-usual with the United States enmg of tensions, peaceful co-exist- of ~ty OD oae side and over· 

· while the pUglit of Soviet Jews ~ ·eDc:e, and, finally, world peace. Aver- reacti~ an the Other. saber-rattbi , 
mained unchanged. . ell Baniman, at the 88e of 91, bas just here and harsh ~OD there nnat, 

1bere is a natural tendmcy In tbe at!twned from a ·-voyage to Moscow gtvewaytoc:ooperatiOD-and&OCllLA 
world toward advancing cme's self-tr;.- wbere be amfem!d wttb ~uri V. An-. teSfUrebere, a signal there and a little 
terest, and this poses the ~em of dropov. Be went as a prtvate dtU.en. more wfllinpess to take small risb 
bow to recxmclJe competing ~ Be went because ~ fee.ls deeply that fur peace and thereby transform the . 
m an effort to ac:blm the mmrnon -peace is possible and tbat the altema- cmrent somber reality - tbat's Gav· 

. ttveistbeapocalypse. . emor Barrimaa's message. I hope 
Edgar M. ·Bronfman ts. president of I .am quite sure that Mr. Andropov those who shao1d .bear It are 
tllA? World Jewish Congress. .feels that the message be delivered to Ustening. · 

... . . ' .,, 



HE AMERICAN JEWISH COMMITTE·E 

date 

to 

from 

subject 

February 26, 1986 

David Singer 

David Harris 

Polling 

. I have been asked by Billy Keyserling, Director of the Washington 
Office of the National Co~ference on Soviet Jewry, whether AJC 
is planning any national polling surveys in the near future. If 
so, ~CSJ would like to propose the .inclusion of one or two 
questions on attitudes to arms control, trade and human rights 
.and the linkage therein. If a poll is planned, Billy would very 
much appreciate the possibility of ·talking with you directly to 
discuss the matter more fully. 

~c: Marc H. Tanenbaum 

" 



Confidential 

THE AMERICAN JEWISH COMMITTEE 

date February 28, 1.986 

to Marc Tanenbaum 

from .Allan l<agedan 

subject Meeting with Soviet national employed by the UN 

Yesterday, George Gruen and I met with the Soviet national employed 
by the UN with whom we have been meeting occasionally over the past two 
years. During our conversation, he made the. following points: 

1. Regarding Soviet Jewish emigration, the official repe~ted the point 
made .in an earlier meeting that nothing dramatic would happen 
soon. H~ was keenly interested in what the reaction of the Jewish 
community would be to the Communist Pa.rty Congress. He expressed 
anxiety over the potential impact · of a visit to the West by Anatoly 
Shcharansky; fearing it. would provoke heightened "anti-Soviet" 
feeling. The point was made to him that while· it would be natural 
for the American media to focus on Scharansky as a dramatic symbol 
and heroic personality, and while it ·was equally natural for the 
Jewish community to use any visit here by him as an opportunity to 
express its concern for Soviet Jews, this did not presage an abrupt 
shift in general or Jewish on attitdues toward ~he Soviet Union. 

2. On the Middle East, the official expressed great interest in the 
prospect of an international peace conference on the Middle East, 
which would include the Soviet Union. He said, however, that the 
hopes had dimmed for the resumption of diplomatic relations between 
Israel and the Soviet Union, which some consider to be a necessary 
precondition for the inclusion of the USSR in a peace conference. 
He said, furthermore, that the Soviet Union supports a united PLO, 
under Arafat's leadership, despite the fact that both Jordan and 
Syria have expressed misgivings about him. Furthermore, Soviet 

-specialists · d Jordan to draw more closely to-
gether; whether ·this would have a positive or negative a ec on 
the 'prospe<?ts for peace was unclear. The official mentioned that 

,,,,.-- there might soon be a new European initiative on the Middle East, 
and he ref erred to the 1982 Fran.c.o::::Eg.y.:p:t:bm=±niti.ative as a 
precedent. 

3. In response to a question, the official said that Mr. Isakov was 
the number two man in the Soviet embassy in Washington; he shared 
this deputy ambassadorial rank with one other official. The 
official said that Ambassador Dobrynin may be leaving at the end of 
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this year, as part of the general trend toward more frequent 
rotation of diplomatic assignments. As for other personnel 
changes, Soviet UN ambassador Troyanovskiy will be leaving and will 
be replaced by Dubinin, the former Soviet ambassador to Spain. 
Finally, Mr . Primakov, a leading Soviet Middle East specialist (who 
was mentioned to us as a possible contact) has been promoted to 
head the Institute on World Economy ; 

4. More generally, the official pointed out that General Secretary 
Gorbachev had strongly criticized the letter on arms control sent 
to him recently by President Reagan. He also expressed interest in 
and concern about the new magazine called The Catalyst, which 
brought together Evangelical Christians and Jews. The repeated 
concern eX'pressed about the Evangelicals veri.fies that our contact 
with them can enhance our leverage. 

5. In response to a question regarding the degree to which such trade 
restrictions as the denial of MFN to the Soviet Union was seen as a 
serious barrier to Soviet trade aspirations, the official responded 
that th.is. indeed was taken very seriously, despite the fact that 
currently, most Soviet goods which the US .imports are raw materials 
or semi-finished goods with low tariff requirements. He speci
fically asked whether there would be any "good news" on the 
Jackson-Vanik Amendment, to which it was replied that the Jewish 
community had indicated that it was prepared to be flexible on 
Jackson-Vanik in response to increased emigration levels. 

6. On the issue of German relations with the Soviet Union, the 
official said that relations were good, that Moscow sees Germans as 
pragmatic, and that fewer trade barriers exist between the two 
countries than between the OS and the USSR. He predicted increased 
trade in the near future. 

9466-IRD(6) 
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Crisis in Soviet Jewry 
... 

DAVID A. HARRIS 

Emigration from the Soviet Union has all but 
ceased. Harassment and imprisonment of Jewish 

. . religious and._ especially, Hebrew-language activ
ists have increased in the last year. Media attacks on 
Jews~ Judaism, and Zionism continue. ·And the net ef
fect is that we in the West are today witnesses to a delib
erate Soviet policy to bring about the gradual disap
pearance of 15 percent of world Jewry, or some two mil
lion Jews. Yet our response has not been commensurate 
to the catastrophic dimension of the problem. How 
could this be in a post-Holocaust period in which w~ ex
plore, analyze; and st~dy the lessons of that trag~dy on 
an almost daily basis, agonize over our own inability to 
influence the course of events, and pledge "never 
again" to let history repeat itself? 

When Soviet Jewry emerged on the world scene as an 
issue in the late 1960s and early 1970s, it captured the 

. imagination and galvanized a substantial segment ofthe 
American Jewish community. A genuine miracle had 
occurred and we were privileged witnesses to it. Fifty 
years after the establishment of Soviet power, cut off 
from the. rest of world Jewry, deprived of the means to 
learn, transmit, and develop a religion and culture, sub
jected to inordinate pressure to deny their identity, the 
voices of Soviet Jews could be heard. Some whispered, 
others shouted, but the message was clear: "We are Jews 
and ·we want to live as Jews in our historic homeland, 
Israel. Help us for we cannot do it alone." And an ex
traordinary chapter in history unfolded. A small group 
of modern-day Maccabees, employing nothing more 
than the age-old strength of their beliefs and the knowl
edge that theirs is a just cause, yet adhering to the letter 
of Soviet law, challenged the most powerfu.1 totalitarian 
state on earth. And we in the West demonstrated, peti
tioned, fasted, adopted Soviet Jewish families, con
tacted our public officials, and involved academic, reli
gious, labor, scientific, and civil rights colleagues. The 
results were there for all to see. Large-scale emigration 
began in 1971. and thousands of Soviet Jews seized the 
opportunity. And despite the tragedy of the prisoner 
and ref usenik cases and unrelenting Soviet anti
Semitism, we f eh we had become successful historical 
protagonists; to some extent at least, it was within our 
power to help shape Jewish destiny. 

Today, however, our mood seem: different. Less th~n 
~·~-~ ~o E~~p~~ ~~igr~.t~~. _i_~ .. . 1~~~'.-~~~~~r~ .!~ .. ?..• ~o~~ 
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just six years ago, yet where is the flood of appeals to our 
public officials, where are the massive public demon

. strations, where are the letters and phone calls and holi
day messages to an increasingly isolated and fearful So
viet Jewish community? At the time of the November 
summit there wa~ a limited flurry of activity, but in 
many parts of our community the bad news is met with 
apathy and indifference .. Why? What" has happened 
over the years to explain the decline in our enthusiasm 
and involvement? I would suggest a number of possible 
explanations: 

I. Soviet Jewry has been a major agenda item for 15 
years and promises to continue so for years to come. Re
markably, an extraordinary group of American Jewish 
comm.unal activists have persisted in the struggle, some 
since the founding of the American Conference on So
viet Jewry in 1964 and even before. Yet, for many, the 
issue is one-dimensional, requiring an almost obsessive 
single-mindedness of purpose. How else does one grap
ple with the inherent frustration of the issue? And even 
among the best-intentioned, "compassion fatigue" may 
set in. 

2 . . The issue is regarded by some today as beyond the 
influence of the Jewish community. Whereas in the ear
ly 1970s the conventi~nal wisdom was that the Soviet 
Union was mindful of its public image and thus sensi
tive to world public opinion, the prevailing view now is 
that the Soviet Union is more often than not indifferenf 
to the pleas of the West on human rights questions, or at 
least to the public at large if not to governments. What 
purpose is thus ser\'ed in writing to Soviet officials and 
demonstrating in front of Soviet embas.sies and consu
lates? further, there are man)' who view the issue as in
ex.tricably li.nk.ed to the ebb and flow of Soviet
American relations, a pawn in a cynical and ruthless So
viet geopolitical strategy, beyond, therefore, the reach 
of the individual in our ·community. The only 
ah~r:native, in this vie"·. is to seek to influence American 
foreign policy in the belief that a return to detente, or at 
least a mo\' em em in the direction of improved relations, 
is in the interests of So,·iet Jewry. But to do so is to risk 
positioning the American Jewish community in a dan-. 
gerous domestic political situation: to appear to put the 
interests of Soviet Jewry ahead of our country's is a 
potentially dangerous strategy. Thus, the· irreduci.ble 
conclusion for many is to lea\'e the issue to our govern
ment in the belief that only at that level can any success 
be achieved. 

3. Our rnmmunity has become anesthetized to de
scriptions of the Sm·iet Jewry condition as "critical," 
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"the worst in years," "facing impending disaster," etc. 
· With each arrest, each decline in emigration, each ap
pearance of an anti-Semitic book or article, the call for 
immediate action has gone out, to the point, perhaps, 
where people are no longer able to distinguish a minor 
from a major crisis, a drop in emigration from a precipi
tous decline, or the appearance of an anti-Semitic arti-
cle from .a new wave of anti-Semitism. · 

4. Whereas the issue seized the hearts and minds of 
national agencies, community leadership, and the rab
binate in the early days of the struggle, the response re
cently has been more sporadic. Of course, there are . 
many individual exceptions, but, io some degree at 
least, these principal players in our community have 
been dealing with Soviet Jewry in fits and starts, nodn a 
sustained manner as a high priority item; nor with ap
propriate programming, over the years. 

5. The drop-out issue has seriously and negatively 
affected attitudes towards Soviet Jews among many 
American Jews who regard the increasing rate of non
Israel-bound emigration, reaching as high as 80 per
cent in recent years, as having undermined a funda
mental premise of this movement, namely, repatriation 
to the historic Jewish homeland. 

6. Many American Jews are disappointed with the 
Soviet Jews they have met in this country. Expecting 
refugees thirsty for Jewish life (even in an American Di
aspora), like those who came from Russia at the tum of 
the century, American Jews were unprepared and sur
prised at · the profile and behavior of arriving So"iet 
Jews. Many newcomers did not act like refugees fleeing 
a clear and presen~ danger, did not immediately seek to 
establish Jewish roots here, and did not, in most cases, 
fit the image of the courageous and beleaguered Jewish 
activists who, it seems, are the only ones portrayed at 
our Soviet Jewry rallies. The gap created by false expec
tations on both sides (Soviet Jews, too, have mistaken 
views of the United States and the Jewish community) 
has had an· adverse impact on attempts to motivate 
American Jewry in th_e struggle in behalf of Soviet Jew
ry. And the problems associated with absorption, reset
tlement, and integration ha\'e created further negative 
feeling in some circles. 

7. The almost total absence of So"iet Jewish partici
pation in the advocacy mo\'ement in the United States 
has also created an i~pression among some that "if So
viet Jews don't care about those left behind, why should 
we?" Of course, many Soviet Jews still fear participating 
in public demonstrations and worry about the possible 
repercussions for family in the USSR. Also, in many 
American communities, no active effort has beeen 
made to invite So\'iet Jewish participation, either be
cause of the divisi\'eness of the "drop-out" question or 
to avoid the appearance of creating an emigre organiZa
tion that might not be as effective in the public arena (or 
towards the Soviet Union) as an American Jewish move-
ment. 

Crisis in Soviet Jewry 

8. Our movement relied for too long on a number of · 
loyal and active non-Jewish friends. The many years of 
this struggle have taken their toll on some of them, and 
their numbers have not been easily replaced, much less 
augmented. 

I have worked over the last 10 years on virtuaity every 
phaseofSovietJewry-in Rome, Vienna, Washington, 
and New York. I believe in the Soviet Jewish movement 
as fervently as I did when 1 first became involved, in-. 
deed more so, despite the difficulties we have experi
enced. The positive experiences have been so many and 
so rich that they dominate my memory, and my meet
ings with refuseniks in the USSR were among the most 
significant experiences of my life. I believe we are not 
just witnesses to but participants in history, in one of the 
most extraordinary chapters in modem. times. 

Emil Fac~enheim, a Judaic scholar from Toronto 
who now lives in Jerusalem, drafted a 614th command
ment: "After Auschwitz, thou shalt not gi\'e Hitler post
humous victory." It is, unquestionably, our sacred duty 
to remember the Holocaust and to memorialize its vic
tims, and to transmit the painful lessons of that tragedy 
to our children, but our responsibilities go much fur
ther. We mus~ respond to Jews where\'er they may be 
threatened. And today they are threatened as never be
fore in the Soviet Union. 

Survivors of the Holocaust recall two enduring fears 
during the dark years: first, that the world was unaware 
of what was happening to them, and. second, · a far 
greater fear - that the world was aware of what was 
.happening to them but was not sufficiently moved to re
act. Soviet Jews know that many care, indeed that is a 
lifeline that sustains them, but, they ask, ar.e we doing all 
we can? What will our children and children's children 
one day ask about our response to the current situation? 
Will there be any ~mong us who even dare suggest that 
we did not know the extent of the problc;-m or under
stand its significance in light of Jewish history? 

Shcharansky, Begun, Nude!, Lerner. and countless 
other Jewish heroes have sought to establish new lives in 
Israel. These people, who have fought tenaciously in 
behalf of us all for their right to live as Jews, deserve our 
steadfast support. Are all Soviet Jews like the activists? 
No, of course not, but every So\"ietJew who seeks to re
main a Jew i.n the USSR has taken a courageous step and 
cannot survive alone. 

When I visited the homes of refuseniks in Moscow 
and Leningrad, I listened to the parents but looked .at 
the children. In the eyesofSo\'ietJewish children, I saw 
no choices - neither as free human beings nor as Jews. 
Even if the parents managed a good education .and 
found work, perhaps not at the level they merit but still 
in a professionally challenging atmosphere, what future 
is there in a country where anti-Semitic taunts begin in 
kindergarten and continue for a lifetime; where higher 
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educati_onal opportunities are increasingly limited; 
where professional advancement for young Jews en
tering the job market is e\·er more restricted; where op
portunities to study one's culture and religion are virtu
ally non-existent; and where Zionists are portrayed as 
collaborators with the Naiis? 

What should our response be? Are the Soviets 
t~sting our staying power, hoping that if we encounter 
no success ii') our advocacy efforts that the press of other 
issues will draw us away from attention to Soviet Jewry? 
If so, we must continue to show that they have seriously 
misread our resolve. 

Our demonstrations; letters to Soviet officials; meet
.ings with the administration and Congress; contact with 
refusenik families; Bar and Bat Mitzvah twiimings; 
travel to the USSR; letters to the editor and op-ed 
pieces; outreach to other groups and to the pres~; edu~ 

·cation of our youth; and the myriad .other efforts 
undertaken in ·our communi~y must be continued, 
broadened. and intensified, just as we must press the 
se~rch for new strategies and tactics. We must enlist en
thusiastic newcomers to interact with experienced activ
ists in reviewing existing programming and proposfng 
new ideas. The· goals of these efforts should continue to 
be: l) increased contact with individual Soviet Jews, 
2) vigorous protest to Soviet officials, 3) requests for 
stepped-up action from our political leaders (as well as 
frequent acknowledgment of their effort and support), 
and 4) heightened public awareness in the U.S. of the 
condition of the Soviet Jewish commun.ity. 

Does our involvement make any difference? I believe 
it does. It often cannot be measured in easily quantifi
able ways. but the Soviet Union is not totally insensitive 
to world public opinion, particul.arly if it is thunderous 
and reflects the views of both Jews and non-Jew~ in this 
country and abroad. And if it strengthens the resol\'e of 
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Soviet Jews to remain Jews, keeps people like 
Shcharansky alive, reduces the term of a prison sen
tence or keeps others out of prison, or results in an exit 
visa, then it has had a significant impact. 

As difficult as the situa·iion is today, it could only have 
been more difficult in 1964 when but a few visionaries 
believed, against all the odds. in a possiple reawakening 
of Soviet Jewry. The subsequent emigration of 265,000 
Jews was tangible proof of the importance of the efforts 
'of the world Jewish community. Without our voices, 
who in th~ West would ha,·e spoken for two million So
viet Jews? Who would ha,·e lobbied the administration 
and Congress? Who would have approached other 
Western governments? Who would have enlisted the in
terest of academic, religious, and other key commun
ities? Who would have offered hope to otherwise isola
ted So\·ietJews? Indeed, without our support, one can 
only speculate whether there would have been any emi
gration and what further tragedies might have befallen 
Soviet Jews. . · 

We must forge greater unity in the advocacy effort. 
We must put aside differences over such issues as the 
"drop-out" question, especially when virtually no one is 
even arriving in Vienna. If So\·iet Jews are sometimes 
difficult to resettle. it is worth reviewing the resettle
ment experience of East European Jews at the turn of 
the century.,It was not an easy process then either. And 
if many Soviet Jews are cut off from Judaism, let us try 
to understand whence they come; and let us remember 
that in 20 years Jews in ·the USSR will be still more cut 
off from their roots. 

Ours is a race against the clock.. We have no moral 
right to apply any kind of "Jewish standard" to other 
Jews as a determinant for whether or not we become ad
vocates for them. And let us not forget that more than 
160,000 So\'iet Jews ha\'e re sen led in Israel where they 
have had a beneficial impact on e,·ery aspect of Israeli 
1ire. • 

Midstream-March, 1986 
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Conference on the Condition of Minorities in the Soviet Union 
under International Law 

> ~ AJ.J.AAJ \<A4c0AJ 
The Conference on the Condition of Minorities in the Soviet Union, held 

1. 

~ March 19-21 j.n Bon~ cosponsored by the American Jewish Committee S 
I(" .Jre,<~~~ ~{~~~!!Sf..\.f·~ -
~~ ,....arrcf" the Institute on East European Law of the University of Cologn'J and 

" . .. £"~~} 
funded by grants from the~lson and Volkswagen Foundations, was designed 

with several goals in mind. These included: to cement ties between 

American Jews and the German academic and governmental community on a 

subject of common intere~t; to foster broader public interest and 

awareness in West Germany of the plight of _Soviet Jews and Germans; to 

conduct pioneering research in the comparison of· th·e statuses of these 

two groups in the USSR; to identify their legal status and basis for 

advocacy on their behalf in bilateral ._and mult !lateral settings;.- to 

propose remedial measures for these groups; and finally, to lay tne 

basis for future joint ventures between American Jews and Germans on 

this and other topics. 

I . 
The Conference's adoption of a final statement, as well as the praise 

that the meeting received from the cosponsors, from participants, and 

from the West·German and American governments testify to its success in 

building support for the cause of Soviet Jews and Germans. The Confer-

ence also made a . significant scholarly contribution in several areas. 

This brief report will touch on some of the highlights of the papers 

presented in Bonn. 
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Socio-Cultural Condition 

The Jewish and German groups, respectively the 16th and 14th largest .. 
.......... . ethnic groups in the USSR, . both suffer from a lack of ~viable territorial 

unit . This deflcienc~ helps to explain their relatively low level of 

ethnic language retention (Jews 14%, Germans 57%), and why they have 

difficulty. participating in their ethnic cultures, even to the degree 

permitted other territorially-based nationalities. 

Societal attitudes towards members of both groups are negative. Indeed, 

in the media and in literature, Jews and Germans are often depleted as 

alien, suspicious, sinister. This mistrust breeds a climate where it is 

easy to deny equal opportunity to Jews and Germans in employment and 

education. 

Status under Soviet Law 

Constitutionally, of the USSR's 101 groups, 58 have territorial units 

named ,for them; it is within these units that cultural rights are 

exercised. Jews have a nominal unit -- Birobldzhan -- Germans have 

none. The Soviet regime, since the 1920s, has neglected non-territorial 

ethnic groups. 

Soviet citizens do not possess the right to learn or use their own 

languages; what they do possess, formally, ~re rights to receive the 

texts of laws in these languages and to use their language in the 
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courts. But in the key-and burgeoning-area of administrative law, 

citizens have no language guarantees. In fact, ethnic language use ls 

permitted in the various nationality republics, but Jews and Germans, 

who are without viable units, can not benefit from this. 

The right to speak Hebrew ls not protected under Soviet law. Hebrew is 

defined as a religious language, not a native language of a group, and 

therefore it ls as falls under the Church-state separation decree, and 

can not be taught in the schools. This per se should leave the door open 

to private Hebrew language education. But even here, Soviet authorities 

can suppress the teaching of a subject by declaring it to be contrary to 

the "interests of state and society." 

Status under International law 

The principal guarantee of minority rights in international law is 

Article 27 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, 

which confers on "persons belonging to [/ ethnic, religious or linguis

tic] minorities •• • the right ••• to enjoy their own culture, to profess 

and practice their own religion, or to use their own language." Other 

instruments, including the Genocide Convention, the UNESCO Convention 

against Discrimination in Education, and the Convention on the Elimina

tion of All Forms of Racial Discrimination, also include minority rights 

provisions. 

Since 1978, efforts have been underway to draft ~ declaration on 
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minority rights, that would clarify and interpret Article 27's terms. 

Thus far, a working group of the UN Human Rights Commission has been 

able to agree only on a preamble for a declaration, even here with 

phrases not agreed on. With the scholarly community's help, a minority 

rights declaration can be achieved. 

' Soviet Jews and Germans would clearly fall under the definition of 

minorities prepared by Judge Jules Dechenes of Canada, currently under 

consideration. Furthermore, international law provides a basis for 

condemning Soviet policy toward the Hebrew language, inasmuch as this 

policy represents an effort at forcible assimilation. 

Freedom of Movement 

Historically, freedom of movement reached its acme by World War I; 

respect for this right declined precipitously thereafter. A major 

factor in this change is Soviet policy towards emigration, a policy 

replicated in Marxist-Leninist regimes on every continent. The USSR and 

its friends resort to sealed borders because as regimes believing in the 

unity of the individual and t.he state and pursuing collective goals, 

· they are hostile to those who wish to opt out. This amounts to a re-

jection of rule by consent. 

Sign! ficantly, the restriction of emigration on the purported 

grounds of the loss of intellectual talent or "brain drain" ls made not 

by truly needy countries, but by those with a collectivist agenda. 
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There are good reasons for enlightened regimes to reverse their 

no-emigration policy: releasing the discontented can lead to greater 

social stability, promote international communication, advance a feeling 

of cooperation rather than coercion in a society. Indeed, blocking free 

movement seems to harm the interest of society as a whole -- let alone 

many individuals -- and this can serve only the interest of a particular 

ruling group. 

\ 
In international law, current efforts in the UN to draft a declaration 

on the right to leave offers the best opportunity in decades to focus 

international attention on, and adopt more precise standards regarding, 

this right. Such a declaration should include, f~rst, a reassertion of 

the primacy of the right itself, and second, make clear that, in .. ., 

interpreting .this right, states cannot impose limitations based on 

act'ivlty itself protected by provisions of the Covenant on Civil and 

Political Rights, and other international instruments. 

Specific provisions of the declaration might include: that statutes or 

admin.istrative regulations governing the· right be made public and 

available to applicants; a time limit for processing an application, 

normally not exceeding three months; denials of applications should be 

accompanied by written notification detailing the reasons for refusal; a 

requirement of appeal procedures publicized; refused applicants should 

have recourse to judicial or other independent tribunal; foreign 

·exchange or other limits should not have the effect of prohibiting 

travel or emigration; emigration should not be grounds for denationallz-

L ______ _ 
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ation; applications for emigration should be renewable at reasonable 

intervals, without prejudice. 

East-West Relations 

Western efforts to aid Soviet Jews and Germans can succeed most feasibly 

regarding emigration. The Soviet leadership, reluctant to permit exit, 

would be even more recalcitrant regarding suggestions for changing the 

internal condition of these minority groups.· In an atmosphere of 

general negotiation over arms and other matters, negotia.tion over 

emigration is also possible. 

One means of encouraging a more liberal emigration policy on the part of 

Communist regimes was the Jackson-Vanik Amendment, enacted by the US 

Congress in 1975. This measure, which has clearly beneficial efforts 

with regard to Romania and other Soviet bloc states, has also estab-

lished a link in the minds of Soviet leaders between possible trade 

benefits to them and freer emigration. This linkage, which survives the 

vicissitudes of one foreign policy development and has had a beneficial 

impact with respect to individual cases, may encourage broader policy 

changes in the future . 

Pf:e~aree by Allan Kagedan1f\'D • \1 
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PRESS RELEASE MAY 30, 1986 

The following organizations today released a statement expressing their support for 
continuation of the Jackson-Yanik Amendment in the struggle for Soviet Jewry, and 
opposing proposals for change: 

National Conference on Soviet Jewry Conference of Presidents of Major 
Union of Councils of Soviet Jewry American Jewish Organizations 
Center for Russian Jewry with Coalition to Free Soviet Jews (NY) 

Student Struggle for Soviet Jewry World Jewish Congress 
National Jewish Community Relations Advisory Council 

STATEMENT ON JACKSON-VANIK.AMENDMENT 

The Jackson-Vanik Amendment, which is known as the Freedom of Emigration Amendment 
to the Trade Reform Act (1974), reflects US commitment to the fundamental principle 
of free emigration, a principle on which American society was built. The Amendment 
denies favorable trade status and commercial credit to the Soviet Union and other com
munist countries which restrict emigration. The Amendment provides that its restrictions 
may be waived, year by year, if the President and Congress find that there is a significant 
change in these restrictive policies. The Amendment remains the clearest and most 
effective expression of that commitment as it pertains to the rights of Soviet Jews 
and others. 

The campaign for and passage of the Freedom of Emigration legislation was instrumental 
in the release of many tens of thousands of Soviet Jews. Frequent Soviet complaints 
about the Amendment demonstrate that it remains a key lever for future progress on 
behalf of these human rights. 

Jackson-Yanik imposes no limit or ceiling on US-Soviet trade. Furthermore, any financial 
disadvantages the Soviets incur by reason of less favorable tariffs and lack of credits 
can be suspended by Presidential waiver, earned annually. The Amendment permits 
US trade concessions to flow, so long as the emigrants flow. 

Hence, Jackson-Vanik enshrines as law the flexibility that its opponents have argued 
can be achieved only through modification or repeal. It ensures a continuing incentive 
for the granting of emigration rights. 

Despite some well-publicized cases affording freedom to a small number· of individuals, 
there has been no sign of any change in the repressive policies of the Soviet Union. 
In fact, emigration of Soviet Jews diminishes while persecution of Jewish cultural acti
vists and would-be emigrants increases. We vigorously reiterate our support for the 
principles and the policies represented by · the Jackson-Yanik Amendment and affirm 
that we would strongly oppose any legislative effort to repeal or modify it. The Soviet 
Union must be shown that unless and until it has complied with the terms of the 
Amendment, US policy will remain as it is. There is no room for unilateral gestures 
until the Soviets show that they are willing to abide by the rules · protecting these human 
rights to which they gave their pledge at Helsinki. We look for significant changes, 
including major steps to resolve the refusenik and Prisoner of Conscience issues, ending 
the present harassment of emigration applicants and study group participants and, of 
course, a very substantial climb in yearly levels of emigration as envisioned by Senator 
Jackson. 
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Subj: Soviet Jewry ~onference ?aris, Septe::lber 10-12, 1986 

A number of old tioers at the t!1!:'ee day conference last wee~c !.eft 
say£ng "sa!!le · people, same di~sensi9:is, sa:-:ie conclusio7ts ••• ~ut nore 
white · hair. ' 1 The array of organiz~tion presidents certainly was 
i:ipressi ·1e, causing one reporter to say :iThere are only presidents 
her~!?" 3ut to lllore serious matters·. 

Though the problen of noshira surfaced several times, it was void 
of the bitterness and accusations of past debates. It reoained an 
underlying theme, however, by i:i.plication; and ·especially through 
t he often nade point that one speak of rep atriation, r eturn to the 
ho:i.eland, rather than reunification of families. 

':his 'last recurrent distinction request was introduced i~ediately 
in .Arie .J::ulzin 's opening of t~1e conference speech: 11Pe are not strug
gling for Jews to e::rl.grate from the USSR. He are struggling for the 
Jews to. leave ·for Israel, for repatriation. ':hi.s is the r.i.oral and 
ideological base. 11 

• 

A s::cond repeated theme of dissent was that of uniting the Jewis:~ with 
other . causes. . This not ·because anyone. seriously' raised the issue. 
Rather, as a result Df either strange oisunderstandings or purposeful 
dist.or~ions of what one speaker said, leading to aggressive responses 
and time consuming debate to de~olish an argument that was never given 
in the first place. Fo?: example.: the i:lOSt reasonable suggestion t!lade 
by Kenneth 3ialkin that Jewish bodies au~ent forces by including 
friendly non-Je\1ish bodies, particularly for the envi;>aged mass de
'Jl.onstration in Washington at summit tine, possibly on other .occasions 
as well, was taken by several to .!!lean inclusion of other causes. 
Another example of this type of distortion an~ argumentation ensued 
when Shcharansky illentioned the thanks due to Sakharov -- in.t~e context 
of thanl:.s to President Reagan and ?resident Hi tterrand -- f.or t h e several 
cpurageous inte~ventions he had made over years on behalf of Soviet 
Jews, as . ~eaning . thac the liberation of Sakharov should become part of 
the battle for Soviet Jewry. 

I. .•. 
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Also causing much ado was the suggestion that one way to fight the Soviet 
Union o.i·ght be its "South Africanization" and this iri the sense of making 
it unacceptable to democratic nations. This aroused contradictory stances, 
leading to plain foolishness, and then was just dropped. 

·"'· ch · h · · f h at summi t 1time hu time was spent on t e proposition or a uge mass demonstration in 
Washington of at least 4QO~OOO pe~sons . (never discovered the .whys of this 
arbitrary figure, unless it was meant to match the number of Jews who wish 
to leave). · Wh,atever, there were those who insisted that this was impossible 
and those who said it could be done;. and those who suggested that perhaps 
there will be no summit (with Daniloff in mind), or not in Washing.ton (per
haps in ·car:ip David); or that it might be . planned for a day with an unexpected 
snow storn, with housing and food for such a number and at such a time of 
the year giving more than serious problems. At any rate, the -project is on, 
with a call to ~uropeans to participate and thus strengthen President Reagan's 
position vis...:.a-vis the Russlhins and for whatever maximum number of partici
pants can be gathered, Jews and non-Jews . 

Perhaps the moment of total madness. -was.reached when a suggestion, directly 
following yet another go at the noshira question, was made that the US be 
persuaded to close its doors to Soviet Jewish emigration. You can well ima
gine the reaction of the Americans -- almost each making a point forcefully 
rejecting the very thought, and getting on the record as it were on this even· 
after the matter seemed dropped and forgotten. 

It was the presence of Eliyahu Eassas and Anatoli Shcharansky that created 
greatest expectations and interest. Two very different personalities indeed, 
be it in looks -- Essas tall, quite youthful, with a long beard and wearing 
a yarmulka, slow, soft spokep, never losing sight of the target he has set for 
himself; Shchara;tsky short, stocky, bold and bareheaded, quite aware·. that what 
he had to say may not please everyone yet saying it clearly and directly. 
Both symbols of Soviet Jewry and the struggle on its behalf, recent arrivals 
bringing information, with views that converged and diverged , but always 
cogent and sharp. Essas the mathematiciari who became the religious and 
spiritual leader ' among activists in the USSR, a contrast to Shcharanski's 
cybernetic. expertize and human rights activism to the point of martyrdom. 

Speaking first, Essas described efforts among Jews ~n the Soviet Union toward 
Jewish education and identity as they wait and fight for emigration. For him 
there is a potential of half a million Jewish emigrants, most passive·ly waiting, 
in Moscow and Leningrad but also in small towns all over the USSR. Of these, 
some do not apply because they are afraid, some may or may not be ready to 
leave innnediately; but all are potentia·l emigrants, who follow international 
af_fairs via radio and press, but also via letters from abroad, and reach · 
opinions. It is therefore important, he says, that good absorption and 
settleEent conditions be found in Israel; and nos~rim have a devastating in
fluence, their letters do not inspire dep~rture for Israel. 

There are also several thousand refusniks. They too are waiting, especially 
in soall towns, and little is known about their effqrts. But particularly 
in the small towns, KGB pressure is high. Finally, there are the activists, 
whom we know and are in touch with. He defines them as 11 too impatient to 

I . .. 
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wait, and therefore active. 11 The problem among this group is that during 
the past 15 years of Jewish emigration possibilities visas for activists 
have been refused year after year. They are worn out. Re remembered dis
cussing this weariness ten years ago with Sl:pak, when Slepak was in his 
fifth year of being a refusnik and Essas only in his second. Now, after · 
10, 15 and more years of waiting, lassitude and hopelessness are ta.king 
over. It is this phenomenon and this group that must be tho.ught of first 
in present approaches, for with emigration virtually nil the tiredness ef
fect is multiplied. 

Another point Essas stressed was the acquisition of good Jewish education by 
more re.cent activists in the large cities. This is new, and if it continu~s, 
he says, the new leaders will be religi0us, most speaking fluent Hebrew and 
playing a decisive role in this direction, with possible snowbaliing results 
attracting others. For the sake of greater understanding of them and by 
them, he urged that visitors · contacting them also be at le.~t as knowledgeable 
because the religiously ,ignorant are bound to shock this group. 

Among refusniks, says Essas, there is a silent .majority which wants to go to 
the West and not to Israel. Th~y distort the situation, are less Jewish and 
a possible danger to the movement because they may become activists and 
leaders wi thout a Jewish identit~~ore difficult to deal with and help. 

Essas believes it is important to follow changes in the activist' situation, to 
know who are the tired ones and what they are thio~ing. For Soviet Jews no 
longer are what they were· 15 years ago, he cautioned, and one· is faced with 
a third generation deprived· of a Jewish}:nvirorunent and understanding of the 
Jewish world outside .. , though more imbued with Judaism. He felt that long time 
refusniks should be brought out first, though this may make growth of activism 
harder to predict; but he seemed confident that the development of Jewish 
rel~giosity and tradition would bring about new leaders. 

As for the small group of prisoners of Zion, the problem is even greater: . 
there is no way t o get them free, and at the present rate of one every blue 
moon it could take 45 years for the 15 prisoners and former prisoners to 
get out. 

Anatoli Shcharansky, who spoke much later at the meeting, was, ~s said above, 
a contrast , both in looks· and ideas. But he too, using his case as an example 
of not giving up and believing in miracles, agreed that time for getti~g 
Soviet Jews out of the USSR was growing very short: assimilation, long 
waits and harsh puhishment threats each took a beavy toll. In ten years, he 
said; the problem of Soviet Jewry will be gone, "so we must work fast." 

He viewed present action on their behalf as responding to events, but lacking 
a real strategy. Because of his notoriety, he said, he had just had a lot 
of interviews with the press . In France no journalist asked him about 
Soviet Jews: "What do you think about terrorism?" was the main q~estion 
(not unnatural presently, in France) . But he had no problem in focusing 
his answers to the plight of Jews in the USSR, explai ning that hostages 
were used as leverage for blackmail · and terror exactly in the same way as 
the KGB us~s refusniks and activists. In other words, don't let up, every 
occasion c~n and should be aimed toward keeping the problems of Soviet Jews 
alive. 

I . .. 
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Strongly opposed to the case by case approach -- "this is .the way for one 
side to give in on major i te·ES for a handful of hostages" :..._ he fears the 
US leaders are ready to accept it, ·and urged that ,Jew·s continue fighting 
for their over 2 million brethren, of which 400 ,000 wish to leave and a 
few thousand are refusniks. But it was not enough to just speak: conditions 
must be set out, linkages . made. For the KGB and Soviet authorities are very 
patient and ready to wait us out. Therefore linkage, all across the board; 
and therefore though they know what we do, our weaknesses, our disagreements, 
the question for us is to know their interests. (This truly is Shcharans~y's 
constant reminder, he used it by organizing a demonstration over the possible 
Soviet . constar delegation visit to Israel insisting that nothing be given 
wi thout reciprocity .) 

Picking up the "South Africanization" expression used in the debate before, ~ 
cham:ged the Soviets as being worse than South Africa. Yet, if congressmen and 
leaders of important organizations in the US are happy to. be arrested in demon
strations _against South Africa, they are less happy and willing to go to the 
Soviet Embassy. And if many are in favor of disinvestment, none invokes 
economic measures against the USSi. Why are ~here no hearings held showing 
up Soviet society? All this proves that the masses are not behind the Jewish 
movement in the USSR, and that linkage with the Hensinki meetings is not being 
used. As a result, the case by case situation makes ever greater inroads, 
helping to make more impossible for the Soviets even to envisage the principle 
of an open door policy. 

At the risk of being again told he is not a Zionist ("I knew I was in Israel 
when I heard this from people and read it in the press") Shcharansky declared 
that he wanteq all the Jews to go to Israel, that he agreed neshira was a 
danger, but not because the USSR says that it is thi_s that prevents departures. 
11 I a.-n happy to be in Israel, but not among people who say they were forced to 
come. : i 

Concerning the forthcoming summit and planned demonstration in the US and 
its possible effects, Shcharansky pointed out that Gorbatchev understands_ 
the weakness of his system. Much as one should distrust him, he does under
stand more. than his predecessors, knows that he must . stop star wars, find 
a way to linit aTinS and work on economic development. This is why President 
Reagan must be able to say to him that public opinion (namely a very l~rge 
demonstration) in the US will not permit negotiations with the Russians 
until the human rights situation there improves. 

Shcharansky said he was still idealistic enough to believe new ways can and 
will be found to get a large number to a demonstration in Washington. It 
was important to .make Jews aware of the basic bond between them all over 
the world and to show this by joining in the manifes·tation. "I am ready to 
leave my pregnant Avital after 12 years 0f separation for this purpose. 
Surely those on the spot can do as much. The sunnnit offers an occas·ion that 
may not present its elf again for many years. 11 

Leverage used must not be anti-Soviet, he warned; but the cause of Jewry is 
unique, should not be mixed with other causes, valid as they may be, he 
concluded. 

I . .. 
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David Bartov kept a lOw profile throughout the meeting (with such as Essas 
and Shcharansky there was not much he could add) with a brief initial sum
mary of the present situation, which he succinctly described as "we are back 
to square one." He asked that official visits from various countries might 
be coordinated; that contact with refusniks also be coordinated, so it could 
be spread out and not concentrated on the few knovm names; that every event 
should be used -- cultural exchanges, -trade, etc. -- to forward the cause 
of Soviet Jews. He believed Soviet denial of a Jewish problem in the USSR 
(stated by Gorbatchev and echoed by all other Soviet officials) to be a bad 
sign, leaving room for action only on behalf of few, individual cases. 
Obviously one must fight for all those who wished to leave and not for 
individuals whose departure could give the Soviets a good conscience with 
a premium of good public relations added. He called upon all the represent
atives at the conference to find a formula for cooperation, for dividions 
are not only harmful but also a waste of resources. (Bartov's appeal for 
co0peration and coordination partly responded to complaints among the Europeans 
at the meeting that Israel did not cooperate and, to some extent stifled 
action in Bern. The Enuopeans feel they have ouch to contribute but are 
not kept infor:ned and not taken into account; they understood Israel's 
stance . in Bern as being predicated by hope o~ advancing in the matter of 
renewed diplomatic relations with the USSR, and support this; but also feel 
that it need not interfere with their actions and projects.) 

Finally, Bartov said there were 3,236 families presently refused permission 
to leave, a total of 11,376 persons·; and 15 pri$oners of Zion. He pressed 
that until the sum;:nit is over everyone speak of 390,000 wishing to leave 
and having asked for invitations from Israel. Of course, he also asked that 
emphasis be given to repatriation and ·not re.union of families. 

Morris Abram's intervention was very well received. In his view there were 
dire enough Soviet proble!llS -- of social and econoffiic nature -- to offer 
leverage through the Stevenson and Jackson Vanick amendments. A formula was 
needed to maintain US interest on the Jewish emigration problem. At the 
Geneva summit the linkage was made for. credibility on the He1sinki accords. 
For the second summit, he said, "we must fit like hand· in glove with 
President Reagan's position." Ee poirited· out that ti linkage with arms 
control could boomerang: "if a superb arms agreement was· offered President 
Reagan could not reject it." Therefor4!negotiations must stay r:i.ultipronged, 
as they were on the Geneva agenda.-- arms, human rights, regional problems -
even though the Soviets are interested only in the; arms issue. To keep to 
this goal he believed cultural e~changes must be used (though opposition to 
them must not take any violent· form--tear gas, stink bombs, etc.). The 
Soviets also must be told that. stunts like the Intourist advert are hazardous 
for them. Abrams favored a mass demonstra.tion just before the suinmit ~ and 
he too called upon Europeans for strong support, with a show of their banners 
along the American ones., coming of European parliamentarians, and demands 
for Helsinki compliance by all. 

He informed the conference that he had a 30 minute appointment set with 
Secretary Shultz for this September 17, with Y...ichael Pelavin, Edgar 3ronf~an 
and Kenneth Bialkin also participating, and during which a request to include 
Soviet Jewry in the summit agenda would be made. Pressed by Essas on what 
could be expected for 1987? for 1988? what could the US give up since star 

I 
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wars were not for bargaining, Abrams thought one possibility was to wave 
. the Steven~;on and J.ackson Vanick amendments in return for clearly enforceable 
Jewish emigration agreements, set up on an institutionalized basis for a 
decade or so .1 making sure that a one time 2-3000 departure followed by 
nothing could not occur. 

Of course, everyone at th~ meeting had a chance to have their say, and much 
of what each had to say was repetitive -- both of past meetings and at the 
meeting itself. Note: Israel Singer did respond after one of the appeals 
for repatriation to .homeland and not reunification. He called a differentia
tion between the two a sham, but in any case felt that one was not exclusive 
of. the other. The choice of Israel ·was an ideological one, and ideally all 
Jews should go there; but reality was different and that was that . 

Shcharnasky too responded to some criti·cism over his intervention. He re
peated tha.t a · moral debt was owed to Sakharov, and for him a personal one 
as well. (And for sure ·one does not intimidate a Shcharansky, for he 
later acted on this conviction and spoke of Sakharov at the public meeting . 

. in the Cirque d'Hiver.) He also reiterated that . while he did not favor neshira 
he preferred it to illtforced ~oice. Having list~ for hours to organizational 
squabbles and differences, he also .. declared that this type. of competitiveness 
harined the cause rather than helped .it; . and again pledged to continue fighting 
the KGB, much as he had been cc;mnselled to stay away from conferences and 
live a peaceftll and quiet life. 

If the purpose of the conference was to set up a detailed plan of action and 
new ideas on ways to increase emigration from the Soviet Union, this was not 
.achieved. But there was some re-fanning of .enthusiasm to continue the 
struggle and do a maximum. One may well believe in miracles, as Shcharansky 
says, but they are not easy to create or . find, as Shcharansky well knows. 

As for the November 4 meeting. of the CSCE. in Vienna: the committee reviewed 
t~e situation and agreed to further efforts for involving smaller commu
nities. like Sp_ain, Portugal, Austria, Italy, Sweden (yes, this too was a 
complaint); to set up a regular axk system of exchange of information among 
all. An office will be available in Vienna (agreed to with the Austrian 
delegate at the meeting) with a permanent secretary. The usual rotati.ng 
system of experts· will be applied, beginning two weeks before the Conference 
starts, and with Steve Roth taking the f·irst 11watch11 in mid-October. Alan 
Rose, David Harr.is and ot;hers are being cc\inted upon for relays during the 
first two months . Ideally there should be one person throughou.t the Confe
rence that would ~ak.e . for sustained work . and continuity, but apart from the 
need for. funding, it would be difficult to find a qualified person able to 
stay for the duration. Steve Roth announced that the "Blue Book" is just 
about ready for distribution; and also told the meeting that Senator d 'Amato 
will be the US delegate in Vienna. 

Though future action, other than the demonstration in Washington, was not 
quite spelled out, it is being planned: the Europeans, who had several 
separate sessions, distributed a fairly impressive list of projects they 
are confident will be carried out; and of course the National Conference 
for Soviet Jewry and other US bodies working on this question will hardly 
be inert. 

I . .. 
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The Conference resolution was voted (along with a message to Soviet Jews) 
and the fil;st was criticized somewhat for not being specifi~ enough. Its 
drafte.rs . argued that a resolution could not spell out everyt:i.ing and there 
was enough implied ·fo~ those who read carefully to understand quite w~ll. 

Coverage of .the Confereni:e by the press (a press conference was called to 
take place immediately after adjournement) was not too. good, and µnder
standably so, with headlines an<l pages taken over by the frequent terrorist 
attacka· in Paris just _then . · 

As after ever)r one of these meeting, t~ere was a measure of dissatisfa~tion, 
disappointment and disillusion; equally, organizations, cammi.ttees and com
missions everywhere will eontinue to do what they ~an and help to reinvigorate 
a cause that, to some extent, alas, suffers from the same lassitude and 
fatigue that affects the many waiting Jews .in the USSR. 

· cc: Marc Tanenbaum 
David Harris 
Sergio Nudelstej~r· 

' . 

Enclosures: David Harris 
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THE AMERICAN JEWISH: COMMITTE_E 

date 

to 

from 

October 1, 1986 

Marc H. Tanenba~-' 

David Geller 'l=f q 
subject PmeFgency Meeting re Soviet Jewry October 1st 

The meeting was chaired by Morr~s Abram. Aryeh Dulzin was also present, 
having atten4ed the dinner on the previous evening. · 

Th~ meetirig was C<l;lled to .discuss two groups of suggestions.. • one group_ . 
developed at a meeting Qetween Jerry Goodman _and Jewish organization 
represent;atives in, .Washington, anq a se~9nd by Al Chemin and the NJCRAC 
staff . The "Washington" ~uggestions consi_sted of the following: 

* Continue our planned activities for Stumnit II 

* Organize petition in Congress addressed to President. Reagan 
·, 

* Organize delegation of Congressional leaders to meet with the 
President 

* Organize "send-off" to the President 

* Organize delegation to Iceland of European Jewish l~aders 

* Organize delegation. to Iceland of .American Jewish leaders . . 
. . 

* Ads in Washington Post and I~elandic newspapers; · (Mort YaIT!lon-' s 
. cousin is married .to an editor of one of them) · 

* Convene ·emergency public meeting in Washingt<;>n on Thursday with press 
· conference prior to meeting 

* Solicit appearance of Jewish and Christian clergy in Washington plus 
statements 

The NJCRAC recommendations are attached. 
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Emergency Meeting -2-

During the discussions that followed both groups of ~uggestions were accepted . 
with the following additions: 

1. The emer:gency_ assembly .in Washington will be conducted on Wednesday 
rather than Thursday because the President may be leaving on Thursday. 

2 _. Attempts will be made to get prominent speakers with irrrportant 
credentials, such as Sen. Lugar, Dante Fascell. and/or other Con
gressional members of corrunittees dealing in foreign relations, and there 
would also be ·an attempt to invite a fo~er Secretary of State. 

3. It has been estimat~ that $40,000 is needed to· fund the various 
· activities and constituent agencies of the NCSJ and the Presidents' 
Conference will be asked for emergency contributions. 

· 4. Be<:::ause preliminary repor-ts indicate t,hat there is 1i tt.le hotel space 
in. Iceland and thaf bookings on the ·regular tcinmercial airlines are . 
probably no longer available, an appeal was made to Max Fisher who 
said that he would be able· to get five private planes to be put at 
our disposal. 

5. Israel Singer cautioned the group aoolit planned demonstrations in Ice1and. 
He said th.a~ the government has strict regulations regarding such 
demonstrations and we would have to be careful that we are not plan-. 
ning sane activity that the Icelandic Government will not allow us to 
implement. Accordingly, it was suggested that saneon,e be delegated 
to travel to Iceland on Thursday or Friday and report on the actual 
situation. · 

6. A special effort w111 be made to have a g~oup of rabbis conduct a 
special prayer serv'ice .in Washington. In addition the.re would be . an 
attempt at an interfaith activity of sane kind. 

On another but related issue, the attached statement by Morris .Abram regarding 
the release of Yuri Orlov was distributed. It was unfortunate that the first . 
sentence in the release was not included in the quote cited .by The New York 
Times which made· it seem as if the NCSJ was ignoring or not overly concerned 

. about ·orlov because he was not a Jewish dissident. 

DG/es 

Enclosures 

cc: David A. Harris 



'ro: Washington Mobilization Ccmni ttee 

FROM: Al Chernin 

October 1, 1986 

RE: NJCRAC Recamnendations for Progranming Prior to Iceland Summit 

operating on the premise that the Iceland Sumni t is indeed preparatory to a 
Summit in the United. States as well as what realistically can be achieved in 
the next. 10 days, NJCRAC has cane up with progranmatic suggestions that seek 
to seize the nanent. The tmderlying theme of this one-week campaign is to · 
corwey to the President our deep convicticn that he shares our. camnitment 
about the plight of Soviet Jewry, and that our concern is that it be treated 
seriously as a major i tern on the agenda in Ioel ancl and the Surrmi t in the 
United States. Therefore, we propose the follONing (presented out in chroncr 
logical order of implementation) : 

1. During Rosh Ha'Shana services, rabbis should make impassioned . appeals to 
.members of their congregation to send to the President telegrams which set 
forth our concerns. Our goal ~hould be to send to the White House no less 
than 50,000 telegrams in a concentrated period between October 6-8. Such 
a volumioous number received in those two to three days cannot but have an 
effect on the White House. This is where we could demonstrate national 
grass roots concern, even in the absence of a massive .demonstration in 
Washington. 

2. A suboonmi ttee of agency professiaials . should draft a letter to the 
·president fran Morris Abram on behalf of the organized Jewish oamumity of 
the United States in which we set forth in definitive terms of ideally 
what we \toOUJ.d want to be achieved in a Sumnit Conference between the 
President and Gor.bachev on the subject of· Soviet Jewry. We have in mind 
the type of demands that were being shaped in 1979 in consultation with the 
White House when we were looking for a key to permit the President to 
invade the waiver in Jacksan-Vanik. We were seeking not only large num
bers permitted to imnigrate fran t.he Soviet Union (as in 1979), but fair, 
equitable, ?Jblished standards for determining who may emigrate The charge 
on the subcamtittee would be to draft such a . letter that would go beyond 
the demand of "let my people go." 

3. On Wednesday, October 8th, a naticna1 leadership -~sembly should be held 
in Washington, oc which \'Qlld cx:KDprise the presidents of every national 
Jewish organization that is a member of either the Naticnal Conference or 
the Presidents Ccnference, presidents and chairmen of every federation, 
CRC and robilizatioo task force as well as their staff, and rabbis. The 
program should be geared to bringing out the points that will have been 
developed in the letter to the President. Thus the ideal would be to have 
personalities that might include one or two former secretaries of state: 
key members of Coogress; praninent members of the "cloth" who are par
ticularly identified with human rights, and, possibly, spokesmen for the 
Administraticn. The theme of such a day \toOUJ.d not be simply to call 
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attention to the issue. The issue itself is widely re(x,gnizedr we have 
achieved public consciousness of the issue. Now we ha~ to go beyond it 
by pressing for .the hard negotiations of the principle that are required 
to fulfill the demands of "the refuseniks." 

4. On that day, October 8, an ad should be p.iblished in the Washington Post 
signed by the type of irrlividuals who again \011.d underscore the defini
tive demands set . forth in the letter. Thus we would propose that the 
letter be· signed by overseers of· American foreign policy, such as, menr 
bers of the Senate Foreign Relatims Camnittee and the House 
Internati01al Ccrnmittee. 

s. On Thursday morning, October 9, we should launch daily shuttles to 
Iceland, going and ccminc:;(the same day. Because hotel· roans and space 
on· regular airlines are already fully booked, we propose to try to 
enlist the assistance of those Jewish leaders who have private jets 
which have the capability of flying to Iceland. We know of at least 
four planes, each of which can hold about 10 people. What we would seek 
is a group of 10 people going each day on Thursday, Friday,. Saturday and 
Sunday to carry the message· to the media and to the extent ix>ssible, key 
officials cx::mprising the American delegation~ Each group would have a 
different character. For example, en Thursday we might send over 
mothers and children or refuseniks who may be in the United States (we 
know of sane who are already in the United States.) On Friday, perhaps, 
we could prevail on a small group of members of Congress to fly in and 
out. On the weekend we should. utilize Christian clergy who would .empha
size their presence is out of concern for S01Tiet Jewry and also their 
sense of obligation to Jews who are at hane for Shabbat Shuva and Yan 
Kippur. Another plane might also include· a group of praninent Soviet 
experts. By these different casts we would seek to provide the media 
with a different story· each day. While we are not calling for Jewish 
leaders to fly to Iceland, we believe it would be desirable for a few 
praninent Jewish leaders to be present at sane time during those four 
days, soch as, for example, Morris Abram. Also, each planeload should 
include at least two professimals, one who would have expertise on 
Soviet Jewry and the other, p.lblic relations. 

* * * 

What we are proposing is a formidable program;·· admittedly hard to implement, 
but we also believe it can be ·effective beca~~se it is a program responsive to 
an excepticnal situaticn. Thus we should berid our efforts to achieve it. We 
have to make decisions on these and other progranmatic decisions today and to 
assign the responsibilities amcng the various agencies. As a first step, a 
very small steering <Xlllllittee should be established to oversee the total 
program. 
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Jewry NEWS RELEASE 
CONTACT: Deborah/ Jerry Strober 

(212) 679-6122 . 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

STATEMENT BY MORRIS B. ABRAM, CHAIRMAN 
NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON SOVIET JEWRY 

.NEW YORK, Septembe·r 30. • • We welcome the news that Yuri Orlov will be 

released. A long~lme a.dvocate of h~man ·rights, and found~r of the Moscow Helsinki 

Gro~p, he has suffered greatly ln prisons, labor camps and Siberian ~xile. 

We are deeply disappointec:J, however, that the Soviet Union has refused to make 

any si~lficant gestures to · ease the plight of Soviet Jews. Hundreds of refuseniks 

continue to live in limbo. Others s~ffer unjus.tifiably in labor cam·ps. 

We . hope therefore that progress tow.ard a summit will be niade durin~. the pre

summlt meeting in Iceland, "and that all the underbrush will be ' c:;le~red away . . we have 

confid~nce that . the . Aciministratfon is proceeding on ~ts promise to press t.he .. i~sue of. 

Jewish rights and ~migration at' the summit and to help secure the Jmmediat~ transit 

.. of those hundreds of thousands of Jews ·who wish to be repatriated to Israel, and to 

·join their f amities. 

. ... 
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- NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON SOVIET JEWRY 
10 East .40th Street, Suite 907 
New York; New York 10016 . ' 

SOVIET JEWS: THE CASE FOR EMIGRATION 

Soviet Jews; numbering· officially: 1.8 million and more likely 2.5 mill.ion, have a distinct 
human rights ciaim b~cause they .have no homeland in the USSR, and a·re systematically 
denied · the ·combined rights of ~heir ancient language, cul tu re, and ·religion, granted 
to other minorities. T~e purpose of these Soviet policies is to extinguish Jewish identity 
and perman~ntly sever the Soviet Jewish population from history. The effect is to stimu
late the desire to emigrate. 

Millions of Americans are determined that the Jewish people, 1/3 of whom were annihi
lated in the Hitler Holocaust, will not stand alone in their determination that 1/5 of 
world Jewry today (who live in the USSR). will not be lost in the me·mory hole of history. 

The claim of Jews to emigrate, and be reunited with their kin, is grounded in international 
agreements to which the USSR has agreed, namely Article 13 of. the Universal Declaration 
on Human Rights, Article 12 of the International Covenant on ·civil and Political Rights, 
and Principle 7 of Basket I and Basket III of the Helsinki Final. Act. 

From 1968 to June 1986, 648,824 Soviet Jews were· sent the nec:essary personal affidavits 
of invit~ti9n, submitted by Israeli citizens and registered in the Israeli F(;>r~ign Office. 
(This is the ·first step for Jews in the emigration ·process.) During the ·sa!Jle period, 
266,059 /e.ws left the Soviet Union with Israeli visas .. · 

Therefore, there remain well over 330;000 who, at grave risk to their perso.nal status, 
have taken the initial step to leave. In this group w·e can identify 3,200 families com
prising over 11,000 "refuseniks," who have repeatedly been refu~ed . an exit visa, many 
for 10 years or longer. Among the "refuseniks" are those Jews who, because of their 
struggle f9r human rights, are now in labor camps or internal exile, nearly half of whom 
were sentenced since Mikhail Gorbachev came t~ power. 

The claims of Soviet Jewry to emigrate is gradually becoming an outstanding moral 
issue in AmeriCa's political dialogue comparable in scope, albeit not yet in . intensity, 
to · opposition to the South African policy of aparth~id. The only debate ',arises over 
how America shou.ld respond -- and the differences are narrowing. · . · . 

-Soviet practices in this field, because they are inconsistent with the Hel~inki Accords, 
give currency. to those who argue that the USSR cannot be trusted t<;> comply with any 
agreement -- especially one affecting its vital interest such as armaments. ;Therefore, 
the Presidene is not only morally right to insist on change in Soviet policy in ·these areas; 
he ·is stating· the political reality that new agreements are. implicitly linked by trust 
as tested by exp~r.ience with existing agreements. 

The claims on humanity by Soviet Jews have galvanized an overwhelming majority of 
the US Congress and millions of ordinary citizens. The Jackson-Yanik Amendment, 
linking trade con~essions to emigration, is but one expression of their concern. More 
are expected to follow if conditions for Soviet Jews do not improve, especially the figures 
of those permitted to leave. 

On the other hand, responsible Americans would welcome and be electrified -- by 
a real change in Soviet emigration policies -- a change which would ·find a re~iprocally 
favorable response, especially within the .congress. 
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We recognize that priori ties . may be .established within a responsible emigration policy. 
At the beginning exit visas should be granted to those waiting over ten years, followed 
by. visas to those refused for five to ten years. In addition, exit visas should be given 
within two years to those who have received a .refusal; Jewish Prisoners of Conscience 
should be released (according to an agreed. timetable), and visas given to former prisoners 
who have applied to go to Israel~ .but are still waiting. Those refused on security grounds 
should be granted visas within 5 years after .the end of the security job, in compliance 
with Mikhail Gorbachev's promises in Paris, last year, that "this is not a problem." 
Finally, exit for all applicants should .be seen as part of an institutionalized process 
which allowed more tha~ 50;000 Jews to exit .. in 1979. 

October 8, 1986 

• . '> 
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s1:ATEMENT BY. MORRIS B. ABRAM 
CHAIRMAN, NA.TIONAL CONFERENCE ON SOVIET JEWRY 

REYKJAVIK, ICELAND 
Friday, October 10, 1986 

We, representing the · organized American Jewish Community, have come to Reykjavik, 
Iceland in support of President Reagan's determination to press at this pre-summit for 
the internationally recogni~d rights of Soviet Jews to live as Jews within the USSR, 
to be repatriated to their homeland in Israel, ·and to be reunited with their families. 

We .tegard this as a critical moment in .the. history of our people and the fight for human 
rights within the Soviet Unio.n. 

For the next two days the spotlight of the world will be focused expectantly on this 
island. ·We have .flown he.re overnight to return today. And we are prepared to go any
where .at any tim~. ~nd for ·~ long as necessary,. until the Soviet Union lives up to its 
human rights obligations under (at least three) specific international agreements, 
guaranteeing the right to emigrate. · 

We also wi.$h to.- express ot,1r appredation to the people a.nd government of Iceland for 
the reception of our delegation. 

This ·may. be a.n appropriate ~lme to reca.Jl that -in 1947, Thor Thors, the lcelandi~ Amb
assado,r to the. United States and Ca~ada played a key role in the birth of Jsrael. Amb
assador Thors was the Raporteur of the U.N. Political Committee seized with the then 
Palestine question. It was Thors, over Arab opposition in November 1.947, who reported 
tpat ,;·All possibility for agl,'ee~ent has. bee~ exhausted," sending the issue of the founding 
of. Israel tp. th.e UN General ,Assembly, ~hich voted .for the birth of the Jewish State. 

. . ' . 
We come here to stand behind our President who said to some of us at the White House, 
earlier this week, that he would "make it amply clear to Mr. Gorbachev that unless 
there is. real.,r:nove~ent .:on humal) right~ .we will not. have the kind of political atmosphere 
to rnake. la~ting prog~e~~ -on .other i.ssues. ''. 

... . . . . 

The President also stated: "There has been Ill;UCh speculation that our up coming meeting 
in Reykjavik will focus on arms control. But true peace requires respect for human 
rights and fr~edo.m a~ well as a.rms ·control. Our agenda at Reykjavik will deal not only 
with arms cont.rot, but-SovJet hµman rights violations, military intervention by the Soviets 
and their pr9xies ln regiqnal conflicts and bJ;"oaden.ing contacts between our two peoples." 

These views were confirmed in a meeting we had with Admiral Poindexter, the President's 
Natiqnal Security Advisor, on that same. day~ 

The following day Secretary of State George P. Shultz, speaking to 400 Jewish leaders 
in the Department-of State.elaborated on the Administration's position: 

" •. . ~pur me~sage to the Soviets is simple. Toke~ gestures or short 
term lowering of barriers . wlll not suffice.. What the American 
people want to' see is a genuine and lasting improvement in the 

Notional Office: 10 East 40th Street, Suite 907. New Yori( N.Y. 10016 ° (212) 679-6122/ Coble Address: AMCONSOV, N.Y. •Telex: 237311 NCSJ 
Washington Office: 2027 Massachusetts Avenue. N.W .. Washington, D.C. 20006 • (202) 265-8114 @ .. 
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situation of Soviet Jews as part of a broader commitment on the 
part of Soviet authorities to allow their citizens to exercise basic 
human rights, including freedom of mqverilent. · This goal cannot 
be detached from any of the others on the agenda, 'including bilateral 
issues and arms control. . • we need to let them (the USSR) see 
that the continuation of this behavior means that they pay a price. 
They pay a heavy price. . . we will always keep after this issue and 
will have it right up as a top priority in our discussions." 

This then is the Administrations position. 

This President, and his delegation at this meeting, is the best prepared and most 
motivated group who have ever met with the top Soviet representatives on this issue: 

1. The Secretary of State has received from the National Conference on Soviet 
Jewry a comprehensive up to date set of papers covering the plight of Soviet Jewry 
which he has described as "well organized with references to (its) documentations." 

2. We have furnished the Secretary substantiation of the fact that over 300,000 
Soviet Jews who have completed the first step in the emigration procedure have not 
had their applications processed. 

3. We have handed the Secretary the names of the Jewish Prisoners of Conscience, 
nearly one half of whom have been jailed or sent to internal exile since Gorbachev came 
to power. 

4. We have provided Adm. Poindexter, at his request, the names of 11 ,000 refuseniks, 
many of whose applications to emigrate (filed at great personal risk) ·have been turned 
down several times over many years. 

Some of us met with the President on September 9, 1985 'before the first Geneva Summit 
and stated a proposition which has been accepted as a truism by the Administration 
and all levels of American opinion, including the Congress. 

"At the outset of the talks (in Geneva) the Soviet Union should be informed that it is 
very unlikely that the American people will trust the Soviets or new agreements on 
arms affecting the vital security interests of both countries while they persist in violating 
the merely humane provisions of the Helsinki Accords." 

Secretary Shultz referred this week to the Helsinki Accords, queting a section reaffirming 
Articles 13, paragraph 3, of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, which states: 
"Everyone has the right to leave any country, including his own and to return to his 
country." Then the Secretary, dramatically pointing to a copy of the Accords, said: 

"I turn to the back of this document and I see here the signature 
of Mr. Brezhnev. And I believe that we have a right and a duty 
to monitor adherence to these provisions and insist that they be 
complied with." 

We have provided our negotiators the priorities that may reasonably be established 
within a responsible Soviet Jewry emigration policy: 

"At the beginning exit visas should be granted to those waiting 
over tell' years, followed by visas to those refused five to ten years. 
In addition, exit visas should be given within two years t6. those 
who have received a refusal, Jewish Prisoners of Conscience should 
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be released (according to an agreed timetable), and visas given 
to former pris~ners who have applied to go to Israel but are still 
waiting. Those refused on security grounds should be granted visas 
within five years after the end of the security job, in compliance 
with Mikhail Gorbachev's promises in Paris, last year, that "this 
is not a problem." Finally, exit for all applicants should be seen 
as part of an in~titutionalized process which allowed more than 
50,000 Jews to exit in 1979." 

We say to the Soviet authorities that we and all American would welcome -- indeed 
we would be electrified -- by a real change in Soviet emigration and humari rights policies 
-- changes which would find a reciprocally favorable response, especially within the 
Congress. 

·we come to Iceland in support of our President and with expressions of genuine good 
will to the Sov1et people. We seek peace and friendship which, together with respect 
for human dignity, are the goals of the struggle for human rights. 

These are the motivations of millions of American who are determined that the Jewish 
people, one-third of whom were annihilated in the Hitler Holocaust, wil.l not stand alone 
in their determination that one-fifth of world Jewry (who live in . the USSR) will not 
now be lost in the memory hole of history. 

May G-d at this season, so sacred to the Jewish people, grant wisdom to the leaders 
who convene here. May these days between Rosh Hashanah and Yorn Kippur, known 
as the Day~ of A we, yield a blessing to all mankind. 

* * * * 

National Conference on Soviet Jewry Leadership Delegation to Reykjavik, Iceland, 
Friday, October 10, 1986: Morris B. Abram, Chairman, National ·conference on Soviet . 
Jewry and Chairman, C~nference of Presidents of Major American Jewish Organizations; 
Jerry Goodman, Executive Director, National Conference on Soviet Jewry; Theodore 
R. Mann, President, American Jewish Congress and Immediate Past Chairman, National 
Conference on Soviet Jewry; Seymour D. Reich, President, B'nai B'rith International; 
Michael Pelavin, Chairman, National Jewish Community Relations Advisory CouJ)cil; 
Albert D. Chemin, Executive Vice ChairJT1an, National Jewish Community Relations 
Advisory Council; Alan Pesky, Chairman, Coalition to Free Soviet Jews and Ruth Popkin, 
President, Hadassah. 
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f National Conference on Soviet Jewry 
DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

October 15, 1986 

Member Agencies & Board of Governors 
CRC & Federation Executives 
Interested Parties 

Morris B. Abram, ·Chairman 
Jerry Goodman, Executive Director 

The Meeting in Reykjavik 

As the developments in Reykjavik continue to be analyzed, some have already suggested 
that .the cause of Soviet Jewish emigration received a setback because of the failure 
of the ·united States and the Soviet Union to reach an arms control agreement. While 
we share the President.'s disappointment that no final accord on arms was reached that 
would have also permitted the issuance of a statement on human rights and Jewish 
emigration, one thing is clear: There can never be .another summit at which human 
rights issues, including Jewish emigration, are not central. 

In his briefing to the White House press on Sunday, October 12, Secretary of State George 
P. Shultz . was asked if the issue of human rights got lost in the discussion on SDI (Strategic 
Defense Initiative) at Reykjavik. He answered: 

"The issue of human rights was brought up on a n~mber of occasions 
and some very significant material was passed to the Soviet Union, 
which they accepted, that stated not only our views but in detail 
things about Jewish immigration, the numbers of people who have 
signified their desire to leave, lists of people and things of that 
kind. So all of that was covereci. And in what might have been 
a statement coming out of the meeting dealing with this issue, 
the subje~t is explicitly referred to, and perhaps at some point 
there is a prospect of setting up some kind of systematic basis 
for discussing it. But of course that remains to be seen." 

We are encouraged that, as a result of the Reagan Administration's determination to 
raise the issue in Iceland, some progress in the area of human rights and Jewish emi
gration appears to have been made. When a delegation from the National Conference 
on Soviet Jewry flew to Reykjavik (see attached details), we understood that the meeting 
between President Ronald Reagan and General Secretary Mikhail Gorbachev was expected 
to be a "pre-summit" encounter, with little likelihood of any formal agreements. 

Nevertheless, the Soviet Union did accept the Administration's proposal to discuss the 
easing of certain emigration restrictions. A basic hurdle was overcome when it was 
agreed to create a working group at Reykjavik to deal with ·humanitarian issues~ including 
emigration and the reunion of families. Thus, Moscow has acknowledged that the issues 
are discussable, representing a shift away from prior policy which had l,nsisted that 
they were not a matter for bilateral discourse. The Sovlet Union has now recognized 
that there is proper jurisdiction at summit meetings, as well as in other bilateral 
encounters, to deal with human rights -- a position long held by the Administration. 

- over -
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For thl.s achievement, we should express our gratitude to President Reagan and Secretary 
Shultz. Never have American leaders gone to a summit meeting so thoroughly briefed 
on· the issue of human rights in the Soviet Union, especially emigration, and so determined 
to raise it • . The President and t_he Secretary pledged publicly that human rights would 
be one of four major agenda items to be dealt with in Reykjavik, in addition to 
disarmament, regional issues, and bilateral questions. They fulfilled that pledge and 
apparently were on their way toward reaching an understanding with the Soviets. 

That measure of success heartens us in the belief that, wlth the continued commitment 
of this administration, the continued support of the American people and the Congress, 
and the continued and unremitting effort by the American Jewish community, we shall 
overcome the violation of human rights on the part of the Soviet Union, and what the 
President called their "refusal to let people emigrate from Russia so they can practice 
their religion without being persecuted." 

A Mobllized Jewish Community 

When a NCSJ delegation (Morris B. Abram, Jerry Goodman, Seymour D. Reich, Kenneth 
Bialkin, Michael Pelavin, and Malcolm Hoenlein) met with Secretary of State G·eorge 
P. Shultz ~n September 17, in preparation for a series of meetings. with Foreign Minister 
Eduard Sheverdnadze, we Intensified our effort to position the ·1ssue of Soviet Jewry 
for consideration at a summit, which we assumed would take place in the winter-. The 
commi.tment of the administration to press the issue of human. rights, specifically matters 
related to the Jewish minority -_- notably emigration -- was vigorously reinforced by 
the Secretary. As part of the process we presented him with well prepared briefing 
materials and a basic position paper (copies of which have already been circulated). 

As soon as the Iceland meeting was announced, ·we convened a special consultation for 
the next day. The reaction was marvelous. Among those who participated were our 
membership groups, especially the major coordinating agencies: the Conference of 
Presidents, the National Jewish Community Relations Advisory Council, the Council 
of Jewish Federations; the Synagogue Council of America, and the Amer'ican Zionist 
Foundation; as well as the various specialized agencies, notabiy the United Jewish Appeal, 
the Coalition to Free Soviet Jews, the Union of Councils for Soviet Jews, the Student 
Struggle for Soviet Jews (with the Center for East European and Russian Jewry), and 
the Wiesenthal Center. Other agencies indicated their commitment, after the meeting, 
in a series of telephone conversations and agreed to lend immediate support. 

At that initial me-eting, and the next day, we approved various proposals, and 
responsibllities were parcelled for Immediate implementation. 

I. We sent Gerry Strober to Iceland to check on logistics and media arrangements, 
and to remain throughout the meeting. He was then joined by Deborah Hart and NCSJ . 
Associate Director, Myrna Shinbaum, who went on ~o facilitate the presence in Iceland 
of many relatives of refuseniks. . 

A press conference, convened by the NCSJ and the Conference of Presidents, with the 
Coalition to Free Soviet Jews and NJCRAC, was held on Friday morning, October 3. 
You· may have seen some of the press reports, which announced our expectations and 
efforts for the Iceland meeting and beyond. Our pl~ns for a projected major summit 
were also clarified, knowing that the President had reaffirmed support for such an 
encounter, and that Moscow had done the same. 

2. Plans were set in motion to transport people to Iceland, with the realization 
that there is a limited regular flight schedule, and that most private planes were barred. 
The NCSJ, however, did charter a plane and was represented in Reyjkavik (see attached 
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statement with list), with the cooperation of the government, which gave us special 
permission and helped us arrange our press conference. Joining us were several relatives 
of refuseniks, including Alex Goldfarb, Alexander Slepak, Elana Fridman (Ida Nudel's 
sister), Vladimir Magarik, Zeva · Shtemler, and representatives from the Israeli "Mothers 
for Freedom" (Vanda Osnis and Faina Lemberg). 

3. We were represented at a small meeting with the President, when he welcomed 
Yuri Orlov to the White House on October 7. This was an opportunity to raise the question 
of the inclusion of human rights issues in the talks at Reykjavik. While the President 
and his key advisors did. not need any convincing, we thought it was i~portant to keep 
reminding those who would be meeting the Soviet delegation. 

4. An emergency leadership assembly was called for Wednesday, October 8, at the 
State Department. Nearly five hundred national and community leaders were briefed 
by Secretary of State George P. Shultz (see enclosed speech) who pledged to carry forth 
the Administration's commitments. He also referred, generously, to the NCSJ briefing 
materials given to him earlier, on September 17. 

Others who joined with us later for a special session on Capitol Hill, chaired by Robert 
Loup, NCSJ Vice Chairman and Treasurer of the United Jewish Appeal were AFL/CIO 
President, Lane Kirkland, Rabbi Haskel Lookstein, the author of "Were We Our Brother's 
Keeper·?", Ruth Daniloff, Rabbi Gilbert Klaperman, Vice President of the Synagogue 
Council of America, Leonid Slepak, and Rabbi Mark Staitman, who recently returned 
.from the Soviet Union. NJCRAC Chairman, Michael Pelavin, and Jacqueline Levine, 
Chairperson for the projected Washington Mobilization, handled the session on community 
organization for the summit with great skill. 

In a tremendous out-pouring of solidarity nearly 50 members of Congress joined with 
us. The speakers were Senators Bill Bradley (D-NJ), John C~ Danforth (R-MO), Dennis 
DeConcini (D-AZ), Frank R. Lautenberg (D-NJ), and Paul S. Sarbanes (D-MD), as well 
as Representatives William H. Gray (D-PA), Steny H. Hoyer (D-MD), Jack F. Kemp 
(R-NY), and Lynn Martin (R-IL). 

5. With NJCRAC and the Coalition to Free Soviet Jews, an effort was launched 
to secure thousands of messages of support to the President , in the expectation that 
the Administration's commitment to human rights and the . rescue of Soviet Jews would 
be pressed vigorously in all forthcoming meetings with Soviet officials. These were 
sent to the White House and the American Embassy in Finland. The messages were 
not meant to preclude the completion of the national petition campaign, whose target 
ls "l,000,000 plus" by November 10th. That campaign must .&.2. forward, for the petition 
addresses itself to any future meetings between President Reagan and Secretary 
Gorbachev, as well as to fundamental issues affecting Soviet Jews. 

In the days following the announcement of the Reykjavik meeting, the phones kept ringing 
in our New York -and Washington offices. Our staff was under constant pressure to 
keep the larger process in motion, while answering individual calls from the press, our 
member agencies, local CRC's and Federations, members of Congress, and hopeful 
relatives of Jews still in the Soviet Union. Professional and lay leaders from our member 
agencies, as well as unaffiliated individuals, called and offered time, resources and 
money. 

While it was an exhilarating and fatiguing week, we proved that we can cooperate; 
coordinate, and act for the common good. This lesson should be kept in mind as we 
move ~eyo~d the Iceland meeting for the continuing campaign for Soviet Jews. 

We take this opportunity to wish you, your colleagues, and your families the best for 
the coming year. 
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November 14, 1986 

To: Marc Tanenbaum 

From: Sidney Liskofsky 

Inst itute of Human Relations 
165 East 56 Street 
New York, New York 10022-2746 
212 751 ·4000 

. i!V Roo.M Soo . B 

I am pleased to invite you to a ltmcheon lan Monday, Dece~er 1, 12: 45 PM, 
with Dr. Angelo Ribeiro of Portugal, recently appointed UN Special Rapporteur 
on Religious Intolerance. 

This position, conceived by Ambassador Richard Schifter, U.S. Representative 
to the UN Connnission on Human Rights, was created last March by resolution 
of that body. It ei:npowered the Corranission' s Olairman to appoint "an indi v
iduai of recognized international standing," initially for one year, as 
Special Rapporteur with a mandate "to examine incidents and governmental 
actions in all parts of the world which are in~onsistent with" the 1981 
UN Declaration on the Elimination of Intolerance and Discrimination Based 
on Religion or Belief, and "to reconimend remedial measures including, as 
appropriate,. the promotion of dialogue between religious corronunities and 
their governments ." _ The Chairman's choice, made in consultation with the 
Corrnnission' s bureau (steering corrnnittee), was Dr •. Ribeiro, the Portugese 
goveTI1Jllent's ombudsman. 

The texts of the Corrnnission resolution, the 1981 Declaration and Dr. Ribeiro's 
bio. are attached. 

AJC joined recently in establishing a Corrnnittee on Religious Liberty for 
the specific purpose cif bringing Dr. Ribeiro to the U.S. to meet with 
religious and other interested non-governmental organ.izations, to obtain 
their suggestions on issues to address, sources to consult and methods to 
apply in carrying out his assignment. He will be in this country December 
1-12 for meetings in New York, Chicago and Washington, D.C. Our meeting 
on December 1 will be his second, following one with Freedom House. 

. . . . 
Obviously, in the short time available at the luncheon, we can only touch 
on highlights of our concerns and activities in matters of religious intol
erance. A main purpose of the hmcheon should be to register AJC' s indenti ty 
in Dr. Ribeiro's awareness so as to facilitate subsequent contacts and 
input of our concerns and data, which are both particulari st and universal. 

Kindly let me know (extension 316) if you plan to attend the luncheon on 
December 1. I hope you can. /J 

./ 

SL:tm 



United States Department of State 

Washington, D.C. 20520 

Resolution on Religious Intolerance Adopted at the 42nd Session 
· of the United Nations Commission on Human Rights (Geneva, 1986) 

'The Commission a~ Human R.i'gh ts , . 

Recalling the Declaration on the Elimination of all Forms of 
Intolerance and of Discrimination Baseq on Religion o: Belief, 
which was .proclaimed without a vote by the General Assembly in 
its Resolution 36/35 of 25 November 1981, 

Bearing in mind that the General Assembly has, most recently in 
Resolution 40/109 o~ 13 December 1985, repeatedly requested the 
Commission on Htiman Rights to continue its considerati on of 
mea.sures to implement the Declaration, 

Seriously concerned by frequent, reliable reports from all · 
parts C?f the world which ·reveal that, because of governmental 
actions, universal implementation of 'the Declaration has not 
ret been achieved, 

Determined to promote full implementation of the existing 

·. 

.guarantees under the relevant international instruments of the 
right to freedom of thought, conscience and religion, including 
the freedom of everyone to have a religion or whatever belief 
of his choice without fear of intolerance or discrimination, 

Recognizing the value of constructive dialogue on the complex . 
and serious questions of intolerance and of discrimination 

· based on religion or belief, and that the .problem of such 
intolerance and discrimination requires sensitivity in its 
resolution, 
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Recognizing the valuable nature of the study undertaken by Mrs . 
Odio ·aenito, the Special Rapporteur of the Sub-Commission .on 
Prevention of Discrimination and Protection of Minorities, on 
the root causes and current dimensions of the general problems 
of intolerance and of discrimination on the grounds of religion 
or belief, including recommended educational and other specific 
measu·res to combat these problems, 

Convinced also of the need to deal urgently with questions of 
intolerance and of discrimination based on religion or belief 
by promoting implementation of the declaration . 

1 . Expresses its deep concern about reports of incidents and 
governmental actions in all parts of the world which are 
inconsistent with tpe provisions of the declaration ·on the 
elimination of all forms of intolerance and of discrimination 

· based on religion or belief, . 
. . 

2. Decides therefore ~o appoint for_ one year a Special 
Rapporteur to examine such incidents and actions and to 
recommend remedial measures including, as appropriate. the 
promotion of dialogue betwe~n religious communities and thei~ 
governments, · · 

3 . Requests the Chai~man of the Commission, after 
consultations within the bureau, to · appoint an individual of 
recognized "international standing as Special Rapporteur, 

·. 

4 . Decides further . that the Special Rapporteur in carrying out 
his mandate shall seek credible and reliable information from 
governments, as· well as specialized agencies, .intergovernmental 
organizations, and non-government organizations, including 
religious cormnunities . and groups of believers, 

. 5. Requests the Secretary-Gener-al to appeal to all governments 
to cooperate with anq. assist the Special Rapporteu~ in the 
performance of his duties and to furnish all information 
requested, · 

6 . Further requests the Secretary-Gener.al to provide all 
necessary assistance to the Special Rapporteur, 

-------·-·-··-------· ··-- --- . ·· --···---·, . ·--- --·· . ..... ---________ , ------···- ·---- ····· . ·----· ···- ··---···--
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7. Invites the Special Rapporteur, in carrying out his 
mandate, to be~r in mind the need to be able to respond 
effectively to credible and reliable information that comes 
before him and to carry out his work with discretion and 
independence, . 

8 . Requests the Special ·Rapporteur to. submit a repor.t to the 
Commiss i on at its forty-third session on his activities · 
r·egarding questions involving implementation of the 
declar~tion .• including the occur.rence and . extent of incidents 
and actions incon$isten~ with ~he provisions o; the _ 
declaration, toget_h_er with his conclusions and recommendations, 

9. Decides to consider this question· again at . its. forty-third 
session .under . th,e ·agenda item "Implementation of t ·he 
peclaration on the Elimination of all Forms of Intoleranpe and 
of . Discrimination Based on Re~igion or Belief ·;·~ 

·. 

' ; .. 
!., 

. i 
i 
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/ DECL~RAT1or1 m THE ELmrnATION 
OF All FORMS OF INTOLERANCE AND 
OF DISCRIMINATION BASED ON 
RELIGION OR BELIEF 

(Excerpt from compi,-ation of 
documents published by the 
United Nations) . 

__ _.,~ 

17. Dcclaratloo OD tlac EllmlD•tioo or All Forms or 
. btolcrancc ud or Diacrimlaatioa . Baaed OD Rclipoa 
. er Bdld' 

........... ., ... Gcacnl "'-ltlJ ., ... u.w N.-. 
• U N...:..w Hll (rwoladn Ml.SS) 

77te Gmnal Autmbl,. 
. . 

Considuing that ODC of 1he buic principles or the 
Charter cl the Uni~ Nations is that of the dignity and 
equality inherent in all human beinp. and that all Member 
Stat.es have piedged Uiemseivca to we joint ai2d ieparate 
action in ~ration with the Organiution to promote and 
encourage un.ivcnal respect for and observance of human. 
rights and fimdamenul freedoms for all. without di~ction 
u ID race. au, laniia&e or rclipon_ 

Considering that the · Universal Declaration · of Human 
Rights and the International Covez:ants on Human R.igbts 
proclaim the principles o( DOD-discrimination and equality 
be!an:. the . la• and the right to freedom or thought. 
OODJCiencc, relipoa and belief', 

Considtril'll that the disre1ard and iD!ringement or 
•uman rights and fu.ndamental freedoms, in particular or 
dae right to freedom or thought. conscience, religion or 
w!iauver belief, have brought. directly or indirectly, wan 
and sreat au.fTerins to mankind. especially wbere they 
1erve as a means of foreip interference in the internal 
·&ff airs or ~ther St.at.el and amount IO kindling hatted 
between peoples and mtioaa, · .. 

• Consid~rint lhat ftligion or belier. for anyone wbo 
Pf'?fesses cith:r. ii one of the fundamental elements in his 
coaccptioti o( lit: ~ tlut freedom ol religion or belief 
should be f.llly rupected and JU&nnt=d, 

Considtrilfg that it ii essential to promote underswiding. 
tDt~c:c aM respect in mauen relating to fre.edom or 
ftlipon and belief and to cmUR th.at the use or religion or 
llelid for ends. mconsistent with the Charter of the United 
Nations, ether tc.lenat imtr.i.ments ot the Unit.ed Nations 
and the p\irposea cd principles oi the present Declaration 
11 indmissiDle, 

Co11'f1in~d that freedom or religion and belief should also 
caltn"but.e IO the att.ainment of the goah of world pcac:c, 

. IOCiaJ justice and friendship amon1 peoples and to the 
elimination ot ideologies or practices of colonialism and 
racial di$c:t:immatiaa, 

No11·111 witA sat4faction the adoption cL several, and the 
c:ccni.~ into force cC some. coaventions, under the aeg:is of 
the United Nations and of the specialized agencies, for the 
elimination o( various forms ct discrimination.. 

Co11Ctntd by manifestatiool ot mt.oleranc:c and by the 
a.iat.enc:c oC discsimllation in aiauen ol religion or belief 
still in cvidace in some iw&1 cl lhc world. 

Ruolwd to adopt aD Decesury meuum for the speedy 
elimination ol such int.oluu.cc izl all its forms and 
manifesutiom and to preve22t and combat discrimination on 
the around ot rdiiioa or belict, 

Prod.aims dUs Dedlntiaa ea ttse Elimination ot All 
Forms o1 l12t.olcrancc aDd ol Discrimination Based oa 
ltcliJioD or Belief: 

Ankh 1 

I. Eveiyonc 1baD have the right '° freedom of thought 
conseiencc and religion. This right shall include freedom to 
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. ' · Jlave a religion or whatever belief of his . choice, and 

/

•• • fi'ecd<l:m, either indh,.11lually or in community with others 
. and in public or private-. to ~anifest his religion or belief in 

worship. ob5ervance. prac:tJce and tcac:hing. . 

· 2. No one shall b<' subject to coercion which would 
impair bis freedom ti> have a religfon or belief of his choice. 

3. F~om to manifest one's religion or beliefs may be 
subjed only to such limitations as are presc;:ribed by law and 
are aecessUY. to protect public safety. order. health or 
morals or the fundamental rights and freedoms or others. 

Articl' l . 

J. No one shall be subject to discrimination by any State. 
institution. group of persons, or person on pounds of 
relipon or other beliefs. 

2. For the pwposes of the present Declaration, the 
expression .. intolerance and discrimination bued ca 
religion or belier· rneans any distinction. exclusion. 
restricUoa or preference ~ased on rcliaion .or belief a.nd 
having as iu purpose or as its effect nullification or 
impa.i.rmerst of the recognitioo, eqjoymalt or exercise of 
bw:u~ fi&hu and fundamental freedoms on an equal basis. 

Articl' J 
Discrimination between human beiD& .OD lfOUDds or 

religjoo or belief constitutes an atfroat to human dignity and 
a disavowal of the principles of the Charter of the Umtcd 
Nations, and shall be condemned as a violation of the 
buman rights and fundamental freedoms proclaimed in the 
Universal Declaration of Human Rights and enunciated iD 
deWJ in the International Covenants on Huma.n Rig.hu. and 
as ID obstacle 10 friendly and peaceful relations berwe= 
Daticms.. • 

Artidc 4 

1. All States shall tab effective measlires to prevent 
and eliminate discrimination on· the srounds of religion or 
belief in the recognition. cxen:ise and enjoyment of hllmao 
rigbu and fundamental freedoms in all fields of civil. 
economic. political, social and cultural lif c. . 

2. All States shall snake all efforu to enact or rescind 
legislation where necessary to prohibit any such discrimi
nation. a.nd to take all appropriate measures to combat 

· intolerance on the JfOllnds of religion or other beliefs in 
this matter. 

Al'f'ick 5 

1. The parents or, as the case may be, the legal 
pardians of the child have the right to organile the life 
within the family in accorda.oee with their religion or belief 
and beario& in mind the moral education in which they 
believe the child should be brought up. 

Z. Every child shall enjoy the right to have access to 
education in the matter of religion or belief in accordance 
with the wishes of his parents or, u the cue may be, legal 
pardillll, and shall not be compelled to receive teaching 
oa religion or belief agaLt!st _the wishes of his parenu or 
legal JUardians, the best intcresu of the child bein& the 
suidin& principle. 

3. The child shall be protected from any form or 
discrimination on the ground or relipon or belief. He shall 
be brought up ill a spirit of understanding. \Olerance, 
friendsh ip among peoples, peace and universal brother
hood. respect for freedom of religion or belief of others. 
and in full consciousness that his energy 111d talents 
abould be devoted to the service of his .fellow men. 

4 . lo the case of a cbl1d who ia not under the care either 
of bis parenu or of legal guardians, due account shall be 
taken or their cxpreued wishes or of any other proof of 
dleir wishes in the man.er or religion or belief, the best 
interests or the cbild bein& the guiding principle. .. 

5. Practices of a religion or beliefs in ,..bicb a child is 
broi:g}:t up must not be injurious tc his physical .or m=ntal 
health or to lW full development. taking into account 
article 1. paragraph 3, of the present Declaration. 

Article 6 
In accordance with article 1 of the present Decraration, 

~d subject 10 the provisons or,article 1, paragraph 3. the 
nght to frHdom or thought. conscience. religion or belief 
aball include, inltr olia, tlie following freedoms: 

(o) To worship ot assemble iD COIUlectioa with a 
reliJ,ion or belie!, and to establish and maintain places foe 
thucpwposu; · 

(b) To establish and mainta.in appropriate chuitable or 
bumanituian institutiom; . 

(e) To make. acquire and use to an adequate utcnt the 
necessary ankles and materials related to the rites or 
custczns or a religion or belie~ ·• 

(d) To write, issue and dissemiMte relevant pul>-
lication.s in these areas; . 

(') To teach a religion or belier iD places suitable (or 
these purposes; . 

(I) To solicit and receive volunW)' financial and other 
conthl>utions from individuals and institutions· . . . 

(g) To train, appoint, elect or designate by succession 
appropriate leaden called for by the requirements and 
standards o! any religion or belief; 

(1') To observe d•ya of rest and to celebrate holidays 
and uremonies in ac:eordance with the prccepu of one's 
nligioa or belief'; 

(I) To establish and maiDtafo communications with 
individuals and communities iD matters of religion and 
belief at the national and iDtcmational levels. 

Artick 7 

Tbe righu · and freedoms set forth iD the present 
Declaration shall be accorded in national legislation in 
sucJa a manner that everyone shall be able to avail himself 
ol such righu and freedom1 iD practice. 

Articll I 

Nothin& in the present Dcc:Jarat.ioa sball be conslI\led as 
restricting or derogating f'rom any right defined in the 
Universal Declaration or Hum&D Rights and the 
bt.emational Covenants on Human R.ights. 
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Member of Lisbon Bar since 1943 

Held many positions in Portuguese 
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Portugal's initial elections 
after return to democracy; 

Now holds the position of 
Ombudsman for Portugal, to which 
he was elected by the Portuguese 
Parliament; assisting citizens in 
redress.ing violations .of 
bureaucratic regulations, laws 
and human rights; 

President of Portuguese Chapter 
of International Commission of 
Jurists; 

Chairma~ of Portuguese delegation 
to United Nations Human Rights 
Commission, 1978 - 1981; 

Chairman of Portuguese League of 
Human Rights, 1976~1977; 

Representative of Portuguese 
Ministry of Justice at 
International Congress on the 
Teaching of Human Rights, in 
Vienna, 1978. 
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Conference Possibilities 
·for discussion wi~h 

·. · the Institut Fuer Ost·recht 

I. Religi~n ... in .. Eastern Europe 

Allan Kagedan 

A conference on the foundations of, and recent developnents in, 

Soviet bloc policy toward religion. Analysis and comparison of condi-
• 

tion of majo~ religious groups, in light projected Papal visits to 

Poland, and possibly t~~ U.S.S.R., in 1988. Focus could be on countries 

with ·significant Jew~sh populations -- USSR, Hungary, Romania, and also 

Poland. 

II. Rellglon in the USSR 
.. .... 

:· .· "."· ··. '\. : · .. · 

Against the backdrop of the 1000th anniversary of the arrival of 

Christianity in Russia (1988) and possible Papal visit to the USSR, the 

conference would focus on Soviet policy toward religious groups , the 

responses of these groups (official religion and unofficial) , and assess 

the significance of legal and doctrinal shifts in the Gorbachev era. 
•.$ • ....... . .. -

III. Religion and East-West Relations 

Little attention has been paid to the official and unofficial 

contacts betwe~n religious groups in East and West . This conference · 
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• 
would outl'ine these and study ·how they might be used to enhance the 

~ 

situation of religious believers in the USSR ; "Among the relationships 

that could be surveyed: international ties of the Russian Orthodox 

Church; World Council of Churches; Baptist Church ties; Jewish Rabbinic 

ties; non-official Christian and Jewish relations, Western religious 

broadcasts, Vatican-Kremlin ties . 

IV. W~stern Broadcasting to the USSR 

• 

A number of Western countries, including the US, FRG, Britain, 

Canada , France, Sweden, Israel broadcast regularly to the USSR. American 

broadcasts have attracted public and congressional attention over the 

past two decades in light of all~ged anti-Semitic and anti-dei:nocratlc 

broadcas ts by the Munich-~ased Radio Liberty. A conference could 

analyze the extent and nature of the broadcasts; what messages they are 

conv·eying to the Soviet population; and what their cultural, religious, 

hl.Dnan rights content is. 
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